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UNS Electric 201 1-2012 Electric Energy Efficiency Implementation Plan 

UNS Electric, Inc. (“UNS Electric” or “Company”) is pleased to present its 201 1-2012 Energy Efficiency 
Implementation Plan (“EE Plan”) for Arizona Corporation Commission (“Commission”) approval, in 
compliance with Arizona Administrative Code R14-2-2405. As part of its EE Plan, UNS Electric has 
included a description of how the Company intends to meet the 201 1 Electric Energy Efficiency Standard 
(“E, Standard” or “EEES”) of 1.25% and the cumulative 2012 EE standard of 3.0%, as well as an 
estimate of the annual kilowatt hour (“kWh”) and kilowatt (“kW’) savings projected for each program 
through 20 12. 

UNS Electric’s EE Plan also contains a description of existing and proposed Demand-Side Management 
(“DSM’) programs, their estimated total cost and cost per kWh reduction, and how those programs 
contribute to the Company’s 201 1-2012 EE savings goals. UNS Electric has included a tariff filing that 
complies with A.A.C. R14-2-2406(A) and a request to modify and reset the existing adjustment 
mechanism for implementation through 2012 in order to ensure just and reasonable rates. 

UNS Electric estimates a 201 1-2012 EE Plan Budget Total of approximately $16 million. Additional 
details and the elements of the Company’s proposed Demand-Side Management Surcharge (“DSMS”) for 
June I ,  201 1 through December 31, 2012 can be found in the attached Exhibit 3. At this time, it is 
anticipated that the total DSMS required to implement the 2011-2012 EE Plan will be approximately 
$0.003350/kWh based on forecasted retail sales for the same 19 months. The average impact to a 
residential customer from the total DSMS for 201 1-2012 will be $2.81 per month. Budget details as well 
as a summary of portfolio savings, net benefits, and benefit-cost results appear in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1. Summarv Costs and Savings 

As part of UNS Electric’s EE Plan, the Company is seeking approval of the following new Residential, 
Commercial, Behavioral and Support Programs: Multi-Family, Appliance Recycling, Schools Program, 
Retro-Commissioning, Bid-for-Efficiency, Behavioral Comprehensive (including Home Energy Reports, 
K-12 Education, Direct Canvassing, Compact Fluorescent (“CFL”) Bulb Give Away, and Community 
Education), Residential Financing, and Codes and Support. The full details of each program, including 
each program’s budget, can be found in the attached appendices. 

UNS Electric is also seeking enhancements through the addition of new measures to the following 
existing DSM programs (full details and budgets appear in the attached appendices): Efficient Products 
(formerly CFL Buy-Down), and C&I Facilities. UNS Electric is proposing to modify its existing Low- 
Income Weatherization Program by modifying customer eligibility requirements to match the current 
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (“LIHEAP”) standard of Federal Poverty Level. 

UNS Electric plans to continue administering the following existing programs with no modifications: 
Residential New Construction, Shade Tree, Existing Homes and Audit Direct Install, and Education and 
Outreach, UNS Electric’s proposed portfolio of new and expanded programs is projected to meet the 
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2011 goal of 1.25% previous year retail sales and the 2012 cumulative goal of 3%. Program planning 
also accounts for delays in program approval and start-up. 

In addition to programmatic changes, UNS Electric is seeking approval of its proposed DSM Surcharge to 
recover two elements: (i) DSM program costs; and (ii) after tax DSM performance incentives. 
Specifically, UNS Electric is requesting approval to collect $16 million, $13.8 million in DSM program 
costs and $2.2 million in a pre-tax DSM performance incentive for 2011-2012. UNS Electric is also 
seeking approval to shift approved EE Plan funds between programs, and to moderately increase the 
budgets outlined in the 201 1-2012 EE Plan where cost-effective. 

As explained in the attached EE Plan and appendices, UNSE's 201 1-2012 EE Plan contains new 
programs, enhancements to existing programs, and continued implementation of already successful 
programs. UNS Electric respectfully requests approval of these programs and their budgets as well as 
implementation of the proposed DSMS by June 1 , 201 1. UNS Electric believes these measures are 
prudent and necessary to the successful implementation of the EEE Standard and are in the public 
interest. 
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The following EE Plan presents a detailed overview of the proposed electric energy efficiency programs 
targeted at the residential, commercial and industrial (“C&I”) sectors, as well as their associated 
implementation costs, savings, and benefit-cost results. The EE Plan presents detailed information on the 
approach, energy efficiency measures, and proposed incentive levels. 

UNS Electric, with input from other parties such as the Southwest Energy Efficiency Project (“SWIZEF’”) 
has designed a comprehensive portfolio of programs to deliver electric energy and demand savings to 
meet the annual EE savings goals outlined in the EE Standard. These programs include incentives, direct- 
install and buy down approaches for energy efficient products and services, educational and marketing 
approaches to raise awareness and modify behaviors, and partnerships with trade allies to apply as much 
leverage as possible to augment the rate-payer dollars invested. 

For context and reference, service territory graphics are included below. Figure 2-1 shows UNS Electric 
service territory in the context of all Unisource Energy Corporation service territories. 

Figure 2-1. Unisource Energy Service Territory 
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A. Implementation Plan, Goals, and Objectives 
UNS Electric’s high-level efficiency-related goals and objectives for the 201 1-2012 EEES are as follows: 

Implement only cost-effective energy efficiency programs. 

Design and implement a diverse group of programs that provide opportunities for participation 
for all customers. 

Achieve a 2011 energy savings goal equal to 1.25% of 2010 retail sales and achieve a 2012 
energy savings goal equal to 1.75% of 201 1 retail sales. 

When feasible, maximize opportunities for program coordination with other efficiency programs 
(e.g., Southwest Gas Corporation, Arizona Public Service Company) to yield maximum benefits. 

Maximize program savings at a minimum cost by striving to achieve comprehensive cost- 
effective savings opportunities. 

Provide UNS Electric customers and contractors with web access to detailed information on all 
efficiency programs (residential and business) for electricity savings opportunities at 
www.uesaz.com. 

Expand the energy efficiency infrastructure in the state by increasing the number of available 
qualified contractors through training and certification in specific fields. 

Use trained and qualified trade allies such as electricians, HVAC contractors, builders, architects 
and engineers to transform the market for efficient technologies. 

Inform and educate customers to modify behaviors that enable them to use energy more 
efficiently. 

B. Planning Process 
UNS Electric’s portfolio of programs incorporates elements of the most successful energy efficiency 
programs across North America into program plans designed for UNS Electric customers in particular. A 
substantial amount of information including evaluations, program plans and potential studies were used to 
develop specific programs for UNS Electric. UNS Electric also used a benchmarking process to review 
the most successful energy efficiency programs from across the country, with a focus on successful 
Southwest programs to help shape the portfolio. 

C. Portfolio Risk Management 
As of December 2010, the Arizona economy remains in the midst of recovering from a severe economic 
recession. In this economic environment, UNS Electric’s ability to convince residential and business 
customers to voluntarily take on additional debt for the installation of cost-effective measures, even with 
very short pay-back periods, will likely be challenging. UNS Electric recognizes this challenge and has 
developed a portfolio of programs that provides opportunities for participation at multiple levels. By 
proposing a multi-faceted and broad portfolio of programs that offers something for all ratepayers, UNS 
Electric will attempt to capitalize on those sectors of the market willing to invest in energy efficiency, 
regardless of the challenging economic landscape. In balance, this will allow us to meet aggressive 
regulatory efficiency goals. 

UNS Electric used the following strategies to minimize the risks and produce the lowest cost associated 
with its portfolio of energy efficiency programs. 

http://www.uesaz.com
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0 Implemented primarily “tried and true” programs that have been successfully applied by other 
utilities in the Southwest and across the country. 

Implemented programs through a combination of third-party implementation contractors and 
utility staff. UNS Electric designs programs on the most cost-effective basis utilizing 
Implementation Contractor where they provide the lowest cost per kWh and likewise utilizing 
UNS Electric staff when appropriate. 

0 
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As demonstrated in Figure 3-1, UNS Electric's portfolio of programs can be divided into residential, 
commercial, behavioral, and support sectors with administrative functions providing support across all 
program areas. Detailed information on existing program design, measure savings, costs and other 
technical details are available in Section V through Section X and detailed information for all new 
programs are included in the appendices. 

Figure 3-1. Unisource Electric, Inc. Portfolio of Programs 

J 

A. Savings, Budgets, Benefit Cost Results Overview 
While this plan presents a two-year portfolio of investment consistent with the requirements of the EE 
Standard, UNS Electric will continue to monitor projected program funding and participation. As such, 
we expect there may be some slight adjustments in the forecasted investment levels. Additionally, 
incentive levels and other program elements will be reviewed and modified on an annual basis to reflect 
changes in market conditions or implementation processes in order to maximize cost-effective savings. 
Such modifications will be reported in the annual reports submitted to the Commission. 

As detailed in Table 3-13-1 through Table 3-43-4, UNS Electric developed this plan with the intent to meet 
statutory electric savings goals as a percent of prior year sales as outlined in the Electric Energy 
Efficiency Standard Section R14-2-2404. For 201 1, UNS Electric's budget forecast is $5.8 million 
increasing to $7.9 million in 2012. 
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As noted in Table 3-2, the 201 1 EEES target is 1.25% savings as percent of sales of the previous calendar 
year; for 2012 this increases to a cumulative goal of 3.0%. UNS Electric’s proposed portfolio of new and 
expanded programs is projected to meet the 201 1 and the 2012 goal. UNS Electric believes it is prudent 
to factor project fall-out and delay in approval to achieve the EEES goals. This approach will show the 
Company overachieving the EEES, but as inevitabilities take place, the Company expects to meet the EE 
Standard for both 201 1 and 2012. 

Note: MWh Savings include line loss reductions created from energy reductions which are not included 
in the Authorized Revenue Requirement True-up. 
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Table 3-3 provides cost and savings details per program over 201 1 and 2012 period combined. Given that 
the current behavior programs all benefit residential customers, the break down in spending between 
residential and commercial is even and in line with revenues. 

Table 3-3. 2011-2012 Costs and Savings by Program 
I 2011-2012 Total 
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2011-2012 Total 1 

B. 2011 Portfolio Results 

This section presents a detailed review of the 2011 projected savings and costs. UNSE's proposed 
portfolio of new and expanded programs is projected to meet the 2011 goal of 1.25% of previous year 
retail sales. As mentioned above, prudent program planning accounts for delays in program approval and 
start-up . 
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Table 3-6 presents a detailed review of 201 1 portfolio savings, costs, and detail in terms of program level 
costs per first year and lifetime energy and demand savings. 

Table 3-6. 2011 Annual and Lifetime Portfolio Savings and Costs 
I 2011 

Table 3-7 presents 201 1 portfolio costs, by program, segmented by the amount projected to be spent on 
incentives, program delivery, program marketing, utility program administration, and evaluation and 
program development, analysis and reporting software costs. 
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Table 3-7. 2011 Summary Portfolio Implementation Costs 

Table 3-8 on the following page presents a detailed explanation of activities represented in each budget 
category including: incentives; program delivery; program marketing; utility program administration; 
evaluation; and program development, analysis and reporting software. 
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[ncentives 

Program Delivery 

Program Marketing 

Utility Program 
Administration 

Evaluation 

Program Development, 
Analysis and Reporting 
Software 

Table 3-8. Budget Item Definitions 
Costs for approved customer incentives including but not limited to: 

0 Direct customer incentives; 
0 

0 

Costs associated with implementing approved programs including but not 
limited to: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 Development and distribution of technical consumer educational 

0 Field inspections and testing; 
0 Data entry and validation; 
0 

0 

0 Travel and expenses; and 
0 

Agency payments for low-income weatherization program 
Agency payments for shade trees; and 
Contractor payments for direct-install programs. 

Implementation contractor labor, travel and expenses; 
Testing equipment and IC Contractor database modifications; 
Energy efficiency education and technical assistance; 
Engineering analysis to support custom incentives; 

materials; 

Sales, oversight and management of programs and budgets; 
Training, technical assistance and problem resolution; 

Administration, review and recommended modifications. 
Direct program marketing costs related to marketing programs and 
increasing DSM consumer awareness as opposed to general consumer 
education including but not be limited to: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 Tracking program activity; 
0 

0 Preparing data requests; 
0 Avoided costs evaluation; 
0 

0 Financial monitoring and compliance. 

Agency and internal costs to develop materials; 
Production costs for radio, television, or internet ads; 
Internal labor costs to develop materials and marketing plan; and 
Costs for ad placement and reproduction and mailing. 

Internal costs for management and reporting, including but not limited to: 

Developing ACC DSM and compliance reports; 

Request for proposal (“E’) and contractor selection; 
Contractor and contract management; and 

Costs for Measurement, Evaluation, and Research by an independent 
contractor including but not limited to: 

0 

Process and impact evaluations; 
0 

0 

Identification of baseline efficiency levels and the market potential; 

Verification of installed energy efficient measures; 
Validation of reported energy savings; and 
Research into new and emerging technologies. 

Costs for program design, development and resources necessary to meet 
reporting requirements of the EE Standard: 

0 

Incremental cost studies; 
0 

Measure and program research and benefit-cost analysis; 
Codes and Standards research and analysis; 
Education and training on new technologies; 

Program design, development and analysis; 
Software for tracking and reporting to remain in compliance with EEES 
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C. 2012 Portfolio Results 
This section presents a detailed review of the 2012 projected savings and costs. UNS Electric’s proposed 
portfolio of new and expanded programs is projected to meet the cumulative 2012 goal of 3.0% of 
previous year retail sales. Program planning also accounts for delays in program approval and start-up. 

Table presents a detailed review of 2012 portfolio savings, costs, and detail in terms of program level 
costs per first year and lifetime energy and demand savings. 

Table 3-10. 2012 Annual and Lifetime Portfolio Savings and Costs 
2012 I 
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Table 3-1 1 below presents the 2012 portfolio costs, by program, segmented by the amount projected to be 
spent on incentives, program delivery, program marketing, utility program administration, and evaluation 
costs. Please refer to Table 3-8 for an explanation of activities included in each cost category. 

*Lifetime Net Benefits are adjusted to $0. Benefits are likely to equal costs, however at this time they are not quantified 

D. Review of Different Benefit-Cost Tests and Results 
As required in the Cost Effectiveness section of EE Standard (R14-2-2412), UNS Electric must ensure 
that the incremental benefits to society of the overall DSM portfolio exceed the incremental costs to 
society using the Societal Cost Test. For a full description of inputs to conduct a Societal Cost Test 
(“SCT”),  please refer to BenefitKOst Analysis of DSM Programs - A Guide for Arizona Investor Owned 
Utilities included in Exhibit 1. This paper was developed in cooperation with Arizona Public Service 
Corporation (“APS”) and a collaborative group of stakeholders in 2010 and presented to Commission 
Staff as the utility requested methodology for application of the SCT. For the analysis of program 
benefits, a software program we will term NAVdesign was developed by Navigant Consulting, Inc. for use 
by UNS Electric. NAVdesign applies avoided cost savings generated by each measure or program, across 
the entire portfolio. Measure and program level benefit-cost details are available in the appendices. 

Prorrram DeveIoDment 
Program development involves the selection of technologies to include in a program, estimates of 
participation levels and estimates of program costs. It is obviously necessary for a portfolio of programs 
to be cost-effective. However, there are multiple and often contradictory perspectives on cost 
effectiveness. Alternative perspectives are described below. 
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As detailed in Table 3-12, there are five major benefit-cost tests commonly utilized in the energy 
efficiency industry, each of which addresses different perspectives. The Arizona EEES established that 
the societal cost test should be used as the key perspective for judging the cost-effectiveness of the energy 
efficiency measures and programs. Regardless of which perspective is used, benefit-cost ratios greater 
than or equal to 1 .O are considered beneficial. While various perspectives are often referred to as tests, the 
following list of criteria demonstrates that decisions on program development go beyond a pasdfail test. 

.,I_. ., -. . . ... -. ..- 1- 

BENEFITS ,.. ..__".__I_. -.. . ..-..I.- - ~ - ... . ._." -I - . "I. . . 
Reduction in ! 
Customer's Utility , X 

Although only required to submit a SCT, UNS Electric evaluated the cost-effectiveness of the measures, 
programs and overall portfolio based on all of the following standard tests: 

Utilitv Resource Cost Test 

The Utility Resource Cost Test ("UCT"), also referred to as the Program Administrator Test ("PAT") 
measures the net benefits of a DSM program as a resource option based on the costs and benefits incurred 
by the utility (including incentive costs) and excluding any net costs incurred by the customer 
participating in the efficiency program. The benefits are the avoided supply costs of energy and demand, 
the reduction in transmission, distribution, generation and capacity valued at marginal costs for the 
periods when there is a load reduction. The costs are the program costs incurred by the utility, the 
incentives paid to the customers, and the increased supply costs for the periods in which load is increased. 

Total Resource Cost 

The Total Resource Cost ("TRC") is a test that measures the total net resource expenditures of a DSM 
program from the point of view of the utility and its ratepayers. Resource costs include changes in supply 
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and participant costs. A DSM program, which passes the TRC test (i.e., a ratio greater than 1) is viewed 
as beneficial to the utility and its customers because the savings in electric costs outweigh the DSM costs 
incurred by the utility and its customers. 

Participant Cost Test 
The Participant Cost Test (“PCT”) illustrates the relative magnitude of net benefits that go to participants 
compared to net benefits achieved from other perspectives. The benefits derived from this test reflect 
reductions in a customer’s bill and energy costs plus any incentives received from the utility or third 
parties, and any tax credit. Savings are based on gross revenues. Costs are based on out-of-pocket 
expenses from participating in a program, plus any increases in the customer’s utility bill(s). 

Rate Impact Measure Test 
The Rate Impact Measure (“RIM”) Test measures the change in utility energy rates resulting from 
changes in revenues and operating costs. Higher RIM test scores indicate there will be less impact on 
increasing energy rates. While the RIM results provide a guide as to which technology has more impact 
on rates, generally it is not considered a pasdfail test. Instead, the amount of rate impact is usually 
considered at a policy level. The policy level decision is whether the entire portfolio’s impact on rates is 
so detrimental that some net benefits have to be forgone. 

Societal Cost Test 
The SCT is similar to the TRC test however it is also intended to account for the effects of externalities 
(such as reductions in carbon dioxide (“COZ..), nitrogen oxides (‘“Ox”), and sulfur dioxide (“SOT). One 
additional difference between the TRC and the SCT is that the SCT uses a societal discount rate in the 
analysis. The SCT is the regulated benefit cost analysis required in the EEES and UNS Electric has 
provided a SCT that accounts for the societal discount rate. UNS Electric is however, unable to provide a 
true societal test given the uncertain values of environmental externalities. As required by the 
Commission, UNS Electric will work in 201 1 with stakeholders to develop appropriate metrics and 
monetize costs for water, SOX, PM10, and NOx emissions savings as part of the societal cost test in 
program filings and Energy Efficiency Implementation plans but until a true market is available for COz , 
C02 will not be separately monetized. In compliance with Commission Decision No. 72028 (December 
12, 2010) for TEP, UNS Electric will re-file the societal costs with the results of the stakeholder meetings. 
Table 3-1 3 summarizes results of the various program level cost effectiveness tests. 
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Table 3-13. Corn arative Benefit-Cost Test Results 
2011-2012 Total 1 

Table 3-14 below summarizes the benefit-cost ratio of the DSM portfolio using the societal cost test as 
well as showing results of several other methods of calculating cost effectiveness. 

Table 3-14. DSM Portfolio Cost Effectiveness 

E. Environmental Benefits 
UNS Electric estimates that implementation of the proposed portfolio will result in significant reductions 
in C 0 2 ,  NOx and SO2 from fossil fuel power plant emissions over the lifetime of the installed efficiency 
measures. Table 3-15 below details both annual and lifetime environmental benefits of the 201 1 and 
2012 portfolio. 
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Table 3-15. Environmental Benefits 
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The following section presents updates of UNS Electric's residential programs, with specific focus on 
new measures and proposed changes consistent with requirements of Section R- 14-2-2407 of Decision 
No. 71436. This section also presents a summary discussion of UNS Electric's new programs. Detailed 
program descriptions and cost-effectiveness results for each new program are included in the appendices. 

A. Efficient Products 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval and approval to offer additional measures shown in Table 4-1 
below beginning in 2012. 

Program Description 

This is an existing program, approved previously by the Commission in Decision No. 70556 (October 23, 
2008). The Efficient Products Program (formerly called CFL Buy-Down Program) is being re-named to 
recognize that it will serve as the delivery channel to address other efficient products, beyond CFLs, 
rebated through the major retail channels. This program promotes the purchase of energy efficient retail 
products (e.g., CFLs) through in-store buy-down promotions and starting in 201 2 the promotion of energy 
efficient pool pumps, pool timers, residential LED lighting and advanced power strips. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The new measures will offer residential customers additional opportunities to reduce their energy 
consumption, and further the market transformation process through retail partnerships, training of retail 
staff, and increased stocking and selection for efficient retail products. 

New Measures for 2011-2012 

Table 4-1 presents new measures to be rebated by the program in 201 1 and 2012. 

Table 4-1. Measure Efficiencies. Incentive Level. and Particination. Benefit-Cost 

3.9 1 PooIPump 
Timers ! Pool Pump Timers no timer 

. -  ........................................................... 1 ......................................................... p... ...... ....; .: ...................... i ........................................................... ./ .................. ........... ................................................................. 

i \ Unit 

j Bulb 1 

-".E.EP"" .- i baseline -"._Po~!"~mP_~_,~-"-."-.-"_~~" i"" ~" 
2.2 VariableSpdPool 1 single speed Variable Spd $200 ' Per 

10WLED 1 $30 1 Per 1.2 64W Residential LED 1 
hiilhl 1 light type , Incd/Hdogen 

Advanced Power i Smart Strips - j 
~oadSensor  j Sensor Strips - Load ; standard strips 

................................................................................ ................................................................ ................. ...................... ................................................ ......... ................................................................. Sensor i " ." " ..................................... .......................... 
*Additional detail on measure level savings, societal benefitdcosts, and environmental benefits of both new and existing 

1 5,000 1 2.2 I Per I - 

- 
measures is included in Appendix I. 

Deliverv and Marketing Strategv 

No significant changes in implementation approach or delivery strategy, except for the addition of new 
measures starting in 2012. Delivery channel for the new measures will continue to be via a combination 
of both buy-downs and possible mail-in rebates with participating retailers. 

Program marketing is primarily through mass-market channels (e.g. radio, newspaper, website, etc.) and 
through education and training of participating retailers. 
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Measurement, Evaluation. and Research Plan 
The Measure, Evaluation, and Research ("MER') Plan is consistent with previously filed strategy; 
however it will incorporate review of the new measures and delivery tactics. 

B. Appliance Recycling 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval for a new Appliance Recycling program in 201 1. A full 
program description and benefit-cost analysis is included in Appendix A. 

Program Description 
This is a new program, starting in 201 1, which will be an ongoing element of the program portfolio. The 
Program will target the removal and recycling of operable second refrigerators and freezers. An appliance 
recycling contractor will provide turnkey implementation services that include verification of customer 
eligibility, scheduling of pick-up appointments, appliance pick-up, and recycling services. 

Program - Objectives and Rationale 
The objective of the program is to produce long-term electric energy savings in the residential sector by 
permanently removing operable second refrigerators and freezers from the power grid and recycling them 
in an environmentally safe manner. 

New Measures for 201 1-2012 
The following table presents new measures to be rebated by the program in 201 1 and 201 2. 

4.0 $35 ; Unit 1,035 1 1,035 I 
j 

$35 Freezer 1 freezer i E?CY!?!!?i$."".," L. i P!!!&?"c.!!~,"--. "ll""""ll,l_l.-"".~ 

*Additional detail on measure level savings, societal benefitdcosts, environmental benefits of new measures is included in 
Appendix A. 

i Per 

' Per [ Unit 115 1 115 3.1 
................................................... . ...... .. ............. . i .................. .............. ... .. ............. .. ...... ....... ................. .............. ..................................................... 

--_____ "_l_l__i_,l"._l"""l"""""-""-- .."ll""""-ll"~ 

Delivery and Marketinp Strategy 
The program delivery strategy consists of a third party implementation contractor who will provide 
implementation services, including eligibility verification and scheduling of pick-ups and delivery to 
proper disposal and recycling centers. The IC will also coordinate prompt processing of incentive 
payments. 

Program marketing will be primarily through mass-market channels (e.g. radio, newspaper, website, etc.) 
and through brochures. Materials will carry a strong consumer education message and leverage the 
ENERGY STAR@ brand. The program will be marketed at retail point-of-sale to increase customer 
awareness of the program. 

Measurement, Evaluation, and Research Plan 
An overview of the MER plan for this program is included as part of the larger program design filing, 
detailed in Appendix A. 

C. Residential New Construction 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval to continue this program with no additional modifications. 
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Propram Description 

This program is a continuation of the existing program design that was approved by Decision No. 71641 
(April 4, 2010) for the “Zero Net Energy Homes” residential new construction program. The program is 
designed with an incentive schedule that awards larger incentives for more efficient homes. To qualify for 
an incentive, homes must be tested by an approved energy rater, and meet one of the three tiers in the 
program based on a Home Energy Rating System (“HERS”) Index score. On the HERS index scale, a 
score of 100 is considered the average efficiency of baseline new construction. A HERS index score of 0 
represents a home that produces all of its energy through on-site generation from renewable energy. 
Therefore, the lower the HERS score, the more efficient the home. Tier 1 requires a minimum of a HERS 
that is e= 85, Tier 2 requires a minimum of HERS e= 70, and Tier 3 requires a minimum of HERS e=45. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The objectives of the residential new construction program are to advance energy efficient building 
practices through builder training, and customer awareness of the benefits of energy efficient 
construction, combined with application of and renewable technologies, such a solar photovoltaic and 
solar hot water systems consistent with achieving the goals of Arizona Renewable Portfolio Standard. 

New Measures for 20 1 1-20 12 
No new measures in particular are anticipated for 201 1 or 2012. 

Delivery and Marketing Strategy 

Program delivery is provided by UNS Electric staff and participation of independent RESNET approved 
home energy raters (HERS). The contractor provides outreach to targeted builders, conduct builder 
training on marketing ENERGY STAR’ homes and on the ENERGY STAR@ performance standard, and 
coach and mentor participating builders and raters. 

The program is marketed to select builders primarily through direct business-to-business contacts. The 
program is marketed to consumers at home shows, parade of homes, and other events focused on home- 
building as advertised through mass market and targeted media outlets. 

Measurement, Evaluation. and Research Plan 
The MER plan is consistent with previously filed strategy. 

D. Existing Homes and Audit Direct Install 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval to continue this program with no additional modifications. 

Program Description 

The Existing Homes and Audit Direct Install Program is a newly approved a program that replaces the 
former Residential HVAC Program. The program was approved by the Decision No. 72024 (December 
10,2010). The Program is targeted to all existing homes in need of energy efficiency improvements. The 
program has two components, an initial energy audit with direct install of CFLs and advanced power 
strips, followed by identification of actionable, larger scale home energy efficiency improvements and 
referral to local Building Performance Institute (BPI) certified contractors to implement major home 
energy improvements such as insulation, air-sealing, HVAC, etc.. 

I 
UNS Electric plans to submit the Existing Home Program to EPA with a request to utilize EPA labeling 
as Home Performance with ENERGY STAR’. 
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Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The program achieves energy and demand savings from the installation of energy efficient measures and 
contributes toward transforming the industry to emphasize best practice building science principles. The 
program invests in training and mentorship of participating contractors to understand the “house as a 
system” building science and to achieve BPI certification. TEP has included a Residential Financing Pilot 
Program in this Plan for 201 1-2012 which will be used to enhance participation in this program. 

Delivery and Marketing - Strategy 

UNS Electric provides program management oversight and marketing. A third party implementation 
contractor will be responsible for recruitment, training, and mentorship of participating contractors and 
trained energy auditors, data tracking, rebate processing and technical support. Auditors will provide 
referrals to BPI certified contractors and referral information will be reported to UNS Electric. Measure 
installation to residential customers will be provided by participating independent contractors. In 201 1 - 
201 2 program delivery will be coordinated with APS and Southwest Gas Corporation (“Southwest Gas”) 
to address programming overlap among the utilities. 

UNS Electric provides program marketing and customer awareness-building through website promotion, 
community interest groups, mass-market channels (e.g. radio, newspaper, etc.), brochures and bill inserts, 
high bill inquiries, trade ally marketing efforts, contractor enrollment and training. 

Measurement, Evaluation, and Research Plan 

The MER plan is consistent with previously filed strategy. 

E. ShadeTree 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval to continue this program with no additional modifications. 

Program Description 

The Shade Tree program is an ongoing element of the program portfolio, approved in Decision No. 70523 
(September 30, 2008). The Program promotes energy conservation and environmental benefits by 
motivating customers to plant desert-adapted trees in targeted locations where the trees will provide shade 
to habited dwellings, thus reducing HVAC load. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The objectives of the program are to promote the strategic planting of trees to provide shade, thereby 
reducing the cooling load of homes and associated energy usage and to educate school-age children and 
the public on the conservation and environmental benefits of planting trees. 

New Measures for 2011-2012 
No new measures included in the program for 201 1 and 2012. 

Delivery and Marketing; Strategy 

UNS Electric provides coupons to customers from DSM funds for the planting of trees within the 
guidelines that provide kWh savings. Once customers purchase approved trees, they return an application 
and a copy of the paid invoice to UNS Electric and receive a credit on their electric bill. 

UNS Electric is looking to modify the marketing of this program to improve subscription in the Shade 
Tree program. UNS Electric will investigate alternate methods of delivery including partnerships with 
community organizations, boy scouts, or other associations. UNS Electric may also attempt to host 
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independent sessions and invite customers to drive to one location and pick up trees. UNS Electric 
employees currently inform customers about the program during speaking engagements and outreach 
presentations and coupons are printed in newspapers. Other efforts entail website promotion, newspaper 
advertising, planting and care brochure, presentations at schools, tree tours, and tree care workshops. 

Measurement, Evaluation, and Research Plan 
The MER plan is consistent with the previously filed strategy. 

F. Low Income Weatherization 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval to continue this program and approval to modify income 
eligibility from 150% of poverty level to match the poverty level set by Low Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program (“LIHEAP”) as it may change from time to time. The current level set by LIHEAP is 
200% of poverty level. 

Program Description 

The Low Income Program is an ongoing element of the Program Portfolio and was approved by Decision 
No. 70347 (May 16, 2008). The Program helps conserve energy and lower utility bills for UNS Electric 
households with limited incomes by funding the weatherization of eligible homes. Weatherization 
measures fall into four major categories of duct repair, pressure managementlinfiltration control, attic 
insulation, and repair or replacement of non-functional or hazardous appliances. Weatherization is 
conducted in accordance with the Weatherization Assistance Program (“WAP”), a program funded by the 
U.S. Department of Energy. Household income and participation guidelines will be consistent in an on- 
going manner with current policy criteria used by the Arizona Energy Office, a division of the Arizona 
Department of Commerce. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The objectives of the program are to coordinate with the Arizona Energy Office to follow approved state 
WAP rules when using funding from UNS Electric, to lower the average household energy consumption 
for low-income customers and to increase the number of homes weatherized annually. The program 
funding provides up to $3,000 per residence for energy efficient weatherization measures, equipment 
replacement and/or repair, etc. for low-income customers within the UNS Electric service area. Agencies 
are allowed to use up to 25% of their annual budget for Health and Safety related repairs. Agencies may 
request a waiver of the $3,000 limitation on a case-by-case basis. 

New Measures for 20 1 1-20 12 
No new measures included in the program for 201 1 and 2012. However, UNS Electric requests approval 
to adjust the qualifying customer income levels to consistently match those set by LMEAP. The current 
income threshold is 200% of the Federal Poverty Level. This change will benefit additional low income 
customers and streamline the process to determine eligibility by the agencies. 

Deliverv and Marketing Strategy 

The program is delivered by Western Arizona Council of Governments (“WACOG’), Northern Arizona 
Council Of Governments (“NACOG’) and Southeastern Arizona Community Action Program 
(“SEACAP”); all are State-approved weatherization agencies, providing program administration, 
planning, program promotion, coordination, participant eligibility and priority, labor, materials, 
equipment and entering results into tracking software. Funding is provided to all agencies from UNS 
Electric upon documentation of work completed. 

Due to the popularity of the program, DSM revenues are not allocated for advertising and promotion. 
Program promotion occurs mainly through community action agency partners that deliver presentations to 
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community organizations, and/or by leaving information at neighborhood community and recreation 
centers, and by responding to calls directed from UNS Electric. UNS Electric also provides website 
promotion and information during speaking engagements and outreach presentations. 

Measurement. Evaluation, and Research Plan 
The MER plan is consistent with the previously filed strategy. 

G. Multi-Family 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval for a new Muli-Famly program in 2012. A full program 
description and benefit-cost analysis is included in Appendix D. 

Program DescriDtion 

This is a new program offering for the 201 1-2012 UNS Electric program portfolio and will target multi- 
family buildings with 5 dwelling units or greater. The Program will recruit multi-family building owners 
to participate in a direct-install campaign to install CFLs and low-flow water devices in individual units. 
Multi-family facility managers will also be referred to the C&I Facilities program to encourage measure 
installation for the common areas. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The energy efficiency potential in the multifamily housing market remains largely untapped and 
represents significant efficiency potential for the UNS Electric program portfolio. Due to various market 
barriers, such as split incentives, capital constraints, and lack of awareness, energy efficiency 
improvements typically fall far below other types of improvements on the priority list. Although the 
current rebate programs offer some opportunities for energy efficiency improvements in this market, 
primarily through the Efficient Products Program, there is not a comprehensive offering that addresses the 
unique needs of this market. Through the direct installation, and renovatiodrehabilitation implementation 
framework, this program seeks to fill this important gap in the UNS Electric program portfolio and 
provide substantial energy savings. 

The objectives of the program are to reduce peak demand and overall energy consumption in the 
multifamily housing market segment; to promote energy efficiency retrofits of both dwelling units and 
common areas in this market segment; and to increase overall awareness about the importance and 
benefits of energy efficiency improvements to the landlord and property ownership community 

New Measures for 20 1 1-20 12 

The following table presents new measures to be rebated by the program in 201 1 and 2012. 

31.6 
.............................. .............................................. .............................................................. ........................................................ ....................................... ................................................................. 

ES Integral CFL 

Low Flow 
Showerheads - 

Faucet Aerators - 
Electric Only 

" 

5.1 

25.6 
Electric on!L-"-",- 

................................................................................. ................. ............................................. ....................... ..................................... ...................................... ...................................................................... 
*Additional detail on measure level savings, societal benefits/costs, and environmental benefits of new measures is included in - 
Appendix D. 
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Deliverv and Marketing Strategy 

In order to encourage energy efficiency upgrades in new construction, major renovation and rehabilitation 
projects, as well as, energy efficiency retrofits of existing structures, the program will initially offer the 
following delivery tracks: 

0 

0 

A direct installation of selected low cost energy efficiency improvements in existing complexes. 

Common area energy efficiency improvements in existing complexes will be handled through the 
C&I Facilities Program. 

As the program develops and matures, UNS Electric will examine a third track for encouraging more 
comprehensive dwelling unit energy efficiency improvements in existing complexes that are not part of 
major renovationhehabilitation projects. 

Marketing and communications strategies will include notifying apartment managers and owners through 
updates to website, local newspapers and radio, bill messages and bill inserts, training seminars, call 
center on-hold messages, direct mail promotion, outreach to rental housing industry associations, and 
work with contractors and industry specialists. A primary emphasis will be placed on larger and older, 
less efficient complexes. 

Measurement. Evaluation, and Research Plan 
An overview of the MER plan for this program is included as part of the larger program design filing, 
detailed in Appendix D 
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The following section presents updates of UNS Electric’s previously approved Commercial and Industrial 
(“C&I”) program, with specific focus on new measures and proposed changes consistent with 
requirements of Section R-14-2-2407 of Decision No. 70524 (September 30,2008). This section also 
presents a summary discussion of UNS Electric’s new programs. Detailed program descriptions and cost- 
effectiveness results for each new program are included in the appendices. 

Regarding incentive levels, the tables below present the average incentive levels anticipated for the new 
measures. We specifically note that incentive levels are average as they represent the weighted result of 
the average incentive for a measure, which varies depending on the tons or horsepower of the equipment 
being rebated. Incentives that the public see for these measures may be slightly higher or lower, 
depending again on the size of the equipment under consideration. Overall, incentive levels have been 
designed to not exceed 75% of incremental costs, except for direct-install measures which are rebated up 
to 90% or at times 100% of incremental cost. 

A. C&I Facilities 
Program Description 

UNS Electric is requesting budget approval to continue this program plus approval for adding these 
additional measures: 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Shade Screens 
Window Films 
Induction Lighting 
LED Channel Signs 
Outdoor CFL 
Reduced LPD 
T8 to T8 
Premium T8 Lighting 
Beverage Controls 
Snack Controls (“vending 
miser“) 
Refrigerated Display 
Automatic Door Closers 
Refrigerated Display Gaskets 
Advanced Power Strips - Occupancy Sensors 
Advanced Power Strips - Timer Plug Strip 
Advanced Power Strips - Load Sensor 
Eliminate incentive cap 
Remove restriction on two large customer participation 

Program Description 

The UNS Electric C&I facilities program parallels the TEP Small Business Direct Install Program in all 
ways. It is an existing program, approved previously by the Commission in Decision No. 70524 
(September 30, 2008). The Program offers incentives for a select group of retrofit (“RET”) and replace- 
on-burnout (“ROB”) energy efficiency measures in existing facilities. Eligible customers include small 
and large commercial customers. The program offers incentives for the installation of energy-efficiency 
measures including lighting equipment and controls, HVAC equipment, motors and motor drives, 
compressed air and refrigeration measures. In order to increase program participation, UNS Electric is 
requesting approval to remove the $10,000 incentive cap and the restriction that only two large 
commercial customers can participate at a limit of $50,000 incentive cap each year. These limiting 
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components of the approved program negatively impact participation and prevent UNS Electric from 
reaching participation goals. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The C&I Facilities program is designed to address the barriers to this market segment, including limited 
investment capital, limited awareness of energy cost savings, and required short-term payback. The 
program's purpose is to persuade small business customers to install high-efficiency equipment at their 
facilities and encourage contractors to promote the program. 

New Measures for 201 1-2012 
The following table presents new measures to be rebated by the program in 201 1 and 2012. 

i 
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Strip 

- Load Sensor stries 1 i i 
*Additional detail on measure level savings, societal benefitskosts, and environmental benefits of both new and existing 

$ lO/sensor 

measures is included in Appendix I. 

Deliverv and Marketing Strategy 

The program is operated as an "up-stream" market program, offering incentives directly to pre-qualified 
installing contractors to provide turn-key installation services to customers, intended to reduce the 
measure payback to one year or less. The program also includes consumer and trade ally educational and 
promotional pieces designed to provide decision makers in the small business market with the 
information necessary to make informed choices (and increase awareness). 
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The marketing strategy includes education seminars tailored to the small business market, major media 
advertising, website promotion, outreach and presentations at professional and community forums, and 
direct outreach to customers. 

Measurement, Evaluation, and Research Plan 
The MER plan is consistent with previously filed strategy. 

B. Bid for Efficiency 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval for a new Bid for Efficiency (“BFE”) program in 201 1. A 
full program description and benefit-cost analysis is included in Appendix E. 

Program Description 

UNS Electric proposes to implement the Program as a pilot during the 2011 through 2013 timeframe. 
Pilot results will be evaluated in 201 3. If the market response and measure savings indicate the Program is 
cost effective, UNS Electric will include the full program offering in its 2014 DSM Implementation Plan. 

The Bid for Efficiency Pilot Program is designed to take an innovative approach to energy efficiency by 
using elements of competition and the potential for high rewards to enhance customer interest. The BFE 
concept involves creating a pool of funds that are bid on through unique proposals which include costs, 
savings and incentives that are unique to that project. UNS Electric selects winning applicants based on 
specified criteria. The BFE concept is an innovative approach that is being successfully deployed in other 
jurisdictions. There are several market specific conditions that will determine the effectiveness for UNS 
Electric and so UNS Electric is proposing the B E  as a two year pilot program. 

BFE participants and project sponsors may include commercial customers, ESCOs or other aggregators 
who organize proposals that involve multiple sites. The Pilot addresses customer market barriers such as 
small savings levels at multiple sites, longer payback periods and organizing implementation contractors 
and it offers a simplified application process. Results will be verified through Measurement and 
Verification (,‘M&V”) activity. 

Program - Obiectives and Rationale 

BFB encourages customers and project sponsors to think creatively and to develop projects designed to 
optimize system energy use rather than considering the energy usage of each individual piece of 
equipment. The program will foster customer-driven project activity (e.g., customers will select 
appropriate measures and professionals to implement measures), and will encourage the implementation 
of comprehensive, multi-measure projects. 

New Measures for 201 1-2012 

The following table presents new measures to be rebated by the program in 201 1 and 2012. 

3.3 

*Additional detail on measure level savings, societal benefitdcosts, and environmental benefits is included in Appendix E 

$60,0001 
” - - A ” ” L C U ! O E L - - ” - -  

Bid for Efficiency 
-------- 

Deliverv and Marketing Strategy 

The program will be delivered through an implementation contractor. UNS Electric will promote the Bid 
for Efficiency Pilot Program through direct promotion to key customers and aggregators. Particular 
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emphasis will be paid to key market sectors that have historically been difficult to reach such as grocery 
and convenience stores. 

encourage participation. 

UNS Electric, and/or its implementation contractor, also may conduct 
informational meetings with potential participants and project sponsors to explain the program rules and 

I 

1 

Measurement, Evaluation, and Research Plan 
An overview of the MER plan for this program is included as part of the larger program design filing, 
detailed in Appendix E. 

C. School Facilities 

UNS Electric is requesting budget approval for a new School Facilities program in 2012. A full program 
description and benefit-cost analysis is included in Appendix G. 

Program Description 
The UNS Electric School Facilities Program (“Program”) is a new program filed with the Commission on 
December 30, 2010 which is open to participation by all existing school facilities in the UNS Electric 
service territory, including charter schools. The proposed Program will utilize the same delivery method 
and pay incentives for the same demand side management (“DSM’) measures as the existing UNS 
Electric C&I Facilities Program, but with a separate budget reserved for schools. Incentives for the 
Program will also be paid at a higher level than for the Efficiency Program. 

The Program will offer incentives for a select group of retrofit and replace-on-burnout (“ROB”) 
energy efficiency measures in existing school facilities. The efficiency measures offered include 
high-efficiency lighting equipment upgrades, high-efficiency HVAC equipment, lighting 
controls, programmable thermostats, and selected refrigeration measures. 

The direct install component will utilize an on-line proposal generation and project tracking 
application to reduce the transaction costs. Proposed incentives for DSM measures are identical 
to the incentive structure in the UNS Electric C&I Facilities and; however UNS Electric proposes 
to pay up to 100% of incremental costs for schools. The Program will have a separate incentive 
budget of $ $71,901 starting in 2011 which is reserved exclusively for school use. If schools 
oversubscribe the budget, they will be allowed to request participation in the UNS Electric C&I 
Facilities Program which only pays up to 85% of incremental cost. 

0 

0 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 
The primary goal of the Program is to encourage schools in UNS Electric’s service territory to install 
energy efficiency measures in existing facilities. More specifically, the Program is designed to: 

0 Encourage schools to install high-efficiency lighting equipment and controls, HVAC equipment, 
and energy-efficient refrigeration system retrofits in their facilities. 

Encourage contractors to promote the Program and provide turn-key installation services to 
schools. 

Assure that the participation process is clear, easy to understand and simple. 

Increase the awareness and knowledge of school facility managers and other decision-makers on 
the benefits of high-efficiency equipment and systems. 

Since 2008, participation by schools in the UNS Electric C&I Facilities Program has been modest. In 
order to increase participation in energy efficiency retro-fits by schools, UNS Electric has developed this 
Program, which proposes to fund up to 100% of installed costs while engaging the contractor community 

0 

0 

0 

I 
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to provide turn-key services. This is a 15% increase from the 85% allowed in the UNS Electric C&I 
Facilities Program. The Schools Program will follow the design of the UNS Electric C&I Facilities 
Program because the direct-install concept has a proven track record of high participation and cost- 
effective life cycle savings for hard-to-reach markets, including schools. 

New Measures for 201 1-2012 
The following table presents new measures to be rebated by the program. 
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- i  9.9 
! 

Advanced Power Strips - 
Load Sensor 

Smart Strips - Load 

*Additional detail on measure level savings, societal benefitdcosts, and environmental benefits of measures is 
included in Appendix G 

" " .... " ..... c".".,"-." .... ". ....... _. "."..__........"̂-.-...-I .. "l̂ l"...",..-."._"...~...-._..-."-.I~ I.-.." ...._...... " 

Delivery and Marketing; Strategy 

UNS Electric will assign an in-house program manager to oversee the Program, provide guidance on 
program activities that is consistent with UNS Electric's goals and customer service requirements, and 
provide a contact point for schools that are interested in or have concerns about the Program. The 
implementation contractor will be responsible for application and incentive processing, monitoring the 
activities of the installing contractors, participation tracking and reporting, and overall quality control and 
management of the delivery process. 

The marketing and communications strategy will be designed to inform schools of the availability and 
benefits of the Program and how they can participate. The strategy will include specific outreach to 
schools and to contractors who typically do retrofits in schools. An important part of the marketing plan 
will be content and functionality on the UNS Electric website, which will direct schools to information 
about the Program. 

Measurement, Evaluation. and Research Plan 
An overview of the MER plan for this program is included as part of the larger program design filing, 
detailed in Appendix G. 

D. Retro-Commissioning 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval for a new Retro-Commissioning program in 2012. A full 
program description and benefit-cost analysis is included in Appendix F. 

Program Description 

The Retro-Commissioning (RCx) program would use a systematic approach to identify building 
equipment and processes that are not achieving optimal performance or results in existing facilities. 
Eligible program applicants will receive free screening energy audits. Participants will also receive 
training to ensure proper operating and maintenance practices over time. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The program seeks to generate significant savings for DSM portfolio objectives by tapping into energy 
savings opportunities present in existing commercial and industrial facilities. The program will deliver 
customer benefits by lowering energy bills and improving building performance and occupant comfort 
while reducing maintenance calls. The program will also facilitate the development of an RCx contractor 
pool, and will enable UNS Electric to develop relationships with commercial and industrial customers 
leading to other areas of participation in UNS Electric's portfolio of DSM programs. RCx programs in 
other utility service territories have been shown to deliver average facility savings in the range of 5-15% 
per facility, and measures implemented as a result of program activity typically pay for themselves in 
savings in less than two years. 

New Measures for 20 1 1-20 12 

The following table presents new measures to be rebated by the program in 201 1 and 2012. 
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I baseline I 
I custom actions I $22,000/ lOOk sq ft Retro- 

*Additional detail on measure level savings, societal benefitskosts, and environmental benefits is included in Appendix F 

Delivery and Marketing; Strategy 

The Program will be marketed using traditional forms of media (print, web, newsletters, etc.), as well as 
targeted direct mail and outreach to engineering and trade associations. UNS Electric and the 
implementation contractor will also reach out directly to contractors who currently are, or could be, 
practicing in this area. The UNS Electric website will also be updated to include information and links 
for participation in this initiative. Account managers will also be called upon to reach out to larger 
customers to encourage participation. 

Measurement, Evaluation, and Research Plan 

An overview of the MER plan for this program is included as part of the larger program design filing, 
detailed in Appendix F. 
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This section also presents a summary discussion of UNS Electric’s proposed new program offerings in 
the behavioral suite of programs. Detailed program descriptions and cost-effectiveness results for each 
new program are included in the appendices. 

A. Behavioral Comprehensive 

Program Description 

The Behavioral Comprehensive program is a new program offering in the 201 1-2012 program portfolio. 
This filing provides information on behavioral approaches which together are being called the “Behavior 
Comprehensive” Program. 

Technology-based energy efficiency achieves only a finite amount of efficiency potential. The barriers to 
wider spread implementation of energy efficiency are sociological not technological. Capturing full 
energy efficiency potential requires behavior change. All energy efficiency programs need to integrate 
behavior change strategies into their DSM portfolios in order to fully realize their achievable potential. 
Behavioral initiatives apply to all UNS Electric customers. The focus for this effort is on behavioral 
change within residences. 

The types of behaviors to be influenced include: 
0 Habitual behaviors 

>> Adjust thermostat setting 
>> Turn off unnecessary lights 
Small purchasing and maintenance behaviors 
)> 

>) 

>> HVAC maintenance 
0 Larger purchasing decisions 

0 

Purchase and install faucet aerators and low flow shower heads 
Purchase and install compact fluorescent light bulbs 

>> 

H 

Purchase an ENERGY STAR appliance 
Purchase higher EE heating and cooling system through participation in a UNS Electric DSM 
program 

The Behavior suite of programs will use six delivery mechanisms to achieve its objectives as shown in 
Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1. Summarv of Behavioral Programs 

veaways at outreach events 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The main objective of behavioral programs is to provide customers with more information to allow them 
to better understand and manage their energy usage. Several approaches are being implemented and will 
be assessed to determine the effectiveness and benefits of making this information available. 
Some of the programs’ major objectives include: 
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0 Generate significant savings for DSM portfolio objectives 
0 Develop relationships with UNS Electric customers leading to other areas of participation in UNS 

Electric’s portfolio of DSM programs 
0 Promote efficient building operations 
0 Lower energy bills for the consumer 

New Measures for 20 1 1-20 12 
Table 6-2 presents new measures to be implemented by the program in 201 1 and 2012, description of 
base and high efficiency, and the schedule for implementation as noted by the year in which the initiatives 
will be rolled out. 

I 
, 

Education Kit 

Appendix H. 

Delivery and Marketing Strategy 

All UNS Electric residential customers will be eligible for this program. Delivery will be offered to 
various groups of customers as selected by UNS Electric and those who attend events. 
Delivery will be made through implementation contractors. Selection of contractors will be made through 
a request for proposal process. 
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Measurement, Evaluation, and Research Plan 
An overview of the MER plan for this program is included as part of the larger program design filing, 
detailed in Appendix H. 

B. Home Energy Reports 

Program Description 

UNS Electric’s Home Energy Report Program now joins “Behavioral Comprehensive” as part of UNS 
Electric’s comprehensive “Behavioral Energy Efficiency Programs” plan. The Program is designed to 
affect: ( 1 )  habitual behaviors like turning off the lights or adjusting the thermostat; and (2) maintenance 
behaviors such as changing furnace filters and cleaning refrigerator coils and (3) purchasing behaviors 
such as buying efficient light bulbs and appliances as well as participation in DSM programs. The 
program influences behavioral change in customers to reduce their energy consumption through targeted 
and comparative education and awareness of their energy consumption compared to others. The Home 
Energy Report does so through monthly or quarterly direct-mail reports on energy consumption and tips 
on how to save energy, at no cost to the customer. By making customers aware of their energy 
consumption patterns, especially in comparison with those of the other customers, it has been 
demonstrated to inspire behavior change toward energy efficiency. 

The Pilot Program will be offered to a select group of residential customers, phased in at four levels. 
UNS Electric expects the target group of customers to be chosen based on their historical energy use 
(higher than average energy use). UNS Electric expects this group to include customers who display an 
annual consumption of 15,000 kilowatt hours (“kWh”) or more for Phase 1 (15,000 customers with a 
control group). In Phase 2, first year program participation will be evaluated and the program refined 
according to findings, while in phase 3 (2’Id program year), participation is planned to increase to 20,000 
customers. Finally, in phase 4, an independent MER evaluation is planned. 

Program Objectives and Rationale 

The major objectives from this Program are to: generate significant savings for DSM portfolio objectives; 
educate and empower customers to take advantage of other DSM programs; promote efficient building 
operations; and lower energy bills for consumers. 

New Measures for 20 1 1-20 12 
The following table presents new measures to be implemented by the program in 201 I and 2012, 
description of base and high efficiency, and the schedule for implementation as noted by the year in 
which the initiatives will be rolled out. 
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Deliverv and Marketing Strategy 

The implementation contractor will deliver a turn-key program with responsibility for all aspects of 
customer selection, report generation, energy savings quantification, customer communications, and 
reporting. 

All Home Energy Report products will be automatically mailed to the target market by the 
implementation contractor. Thus, no direct marketing is anticipated for this Program. UNS Electric will, 
however, jointly develop the marketing message contained in the Home Energy Reports with the 
contractor. The Program will also be included in the integrated marketing approach developed and used 
for all DSM measures. 

Measurement. Evaluation, and Research Plan 
The MER plan is detailed in the full program description in Appendix H. 
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Support programs cut across the other program areas and provide technical and financial support for the 
effective implementation of all other programs. 

A. Education and Outreach 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval to continue this program with no additional modifications. 

Program Description 

The Education and Outreach Program is an ongoing program, approved in Decision No. 70401 (July 3, 
2008). The program is intended to increase participation in the Company’s other DSM/EE programs, but 
is also intended to effect a broader market transformation that includes changes in customer’s behavior. 
The program includes three basic educational components and a budget for program evaluation. The 
Academic Education section of the E&O program is now included in Section VIBehavioral 
Comprehensive in K-12 Education. 

0 General Energy Efficiency advertising component to cover seasonal ad‘s that encourage energy 
savings through energy saving tips, marketing the on-line energy audit, and marketing other 
energy efficiency programs to customers; 

On-Line Energy Audits and Carbon calculator from Aclara for inclusion on UNS Electric 
website. After approval of the Home Energy Reports Program, on-line audits will be included in 
Section VI under Behavioral Comprehensive (Home Energy Report - Opt In clause); 

Time-of-Use education to teach residential and small commercial customers about the benefits of 
TOU rates and enable customers to maximize savings through load shifting; 

0 

0 

0 Program evaluation. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The program consists of education and marketing intended to inform customers about the benefits of 
energy conservation and to inform those customers on how to achieve energy savings. Because the aim 
of this program is to change behavior it is difficult to objectively assess cost effectiveness or measure 
actual energy or environmental savings. 

New Measures for 201 1-2012 
There are no new measures in this program for 2011-2012. The program includes only existing items 
approved in Decision No. (July 3, 2008) and because it consists only of education and marketing, the 
program did not require a cost-effectiveness test. 

Delivery and Marketing Strategy 

There are no significant changes in implementation approach or delivery strategy for the items in this 
program. 

Measurement, Evaluation. and Research Plan 
The MER plan is consistent with previously filed strategy. 
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B. Codes Support - Pilot 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval for a new Codes Support Pilot program in 2011. A full 
program description is included in Appendix C. 

Program Description 

The Energy Codes Enhancement Program (ECEP) will be an ongoing element of the UNS Electric 
portfolio. The Program will strive to maximize energy savings through adherence to local building energy 
codes across the local jurisdictions within UNS Electric service area. The program will employ a variety 
of tactics aimed at: 1) improving levels of compliance with existing building energy codes; and 2) 
supporting and informing periodic updates to energy codes as warranted by changing market conditions. 
Specific program activities will depend on the market needs expressed by local code officials and are 
likely to include a combination of efforts to: 

0 

0 

Better prepare code officials and building professionals to adhere to existing standards; 

Provide data and market insight to document the specific local benefits of code enforcement, and 
inform energy code changes over time; 

Ensure utility incentive programs align well with local energy codes; 

Collaborate with relevant stakeholders to help build a more robust community working to 
advance strong and effective building energy codes across the local jurisdictions within TEP, 
UNS Electric and UNS Gas service territories; 

Advocate for energy code updates over time. 

0 

0 

0 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

Increase energy savings in new construction and renovated buildings in both the residential and 
commercial sectors through efforts to: 1 )  improve levels of compliance with existing building energy 
codes, and 2) support and inform periodic energy code updates as warranted by changing market 
conditions. 

New Measures for 201 1-2012 
No new measures included in the program for 201 1 and 2012. 

Delivery and Marketing Stratem 

Program activities will be selected based on research into effective approaches implemented in leading 
jurisdictions (e.g., California and Massachusetts), as well as feedback from local code officials, and 
municipal leaders in locations that currently lack building codes. Once program activities are selected, 
program staff will maintain a consistent level of activity and engagement with relevant stakeholders. 
Activities might include: participation in energy code adoption committees, technical support 
(calculations, research, information) to code adoption committees, public testimony in support of code 
adoption before city councils, ensuring that ongoing DSM programs align well with energy code 
requirements, and funding for local code agencies to enforce and improve energy code over time. 

Marketing strategy will include website promotion, direct outreach to local code officials and networks of 
municipal leaders who are members of committees conducting activities related to building code 
enhancement and communications with other UNS Electric energy efficiency program implementation 
staff. 
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Measurement, Evaluation. and Research Plan 
An overview of the MER plan for this program is included as part of the larger program design filing, 
detailed in Appendix C. 

C. Residential Energy Financing 
UNS Electric is requesting budget approval for a new Residential Energy Financing pilot program in 
201 1. A full program description is included in Appendix B. 

Program DescriDtion 

UNS Electric anticipates to start the Residential Energy Financing Program with a two year pilot program 
which will allow sufficient time to evaluate the Program, including participation, default rates, and overall 
value to customers. The Program will offer energy efficiency loans to UNS Electric customers who are 
seeking financing for the energy efficiency improvements to their homes. Loan proceeds can be used for 
energy efficiency measures that have been approved by the Commission as part of the Existing Homes/ 
Direct Install Program. The program may also offer classroom training sessions for contractors, and 
building professionals who will offer the financing program to customers, collaborate with the SWEEP 
and other regional groups to support research on utility financing programs; and work together with APS 
and Southwest Gas to determine a plan to ‘partner’ on financing programs offered in joint territories with 
different financing partners. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The Residential Financing Program’s objective is to offer low interest unsecured loans for up to $15,000 
for energy efficiency measures installed in existing homes. The Financing Program will provide 
customers with the capital needed to make cost-effective energy efficiency upgrades to their homes and is 
anticipated to improve customer participation as well as expand the pool of customers that can afford to 
participate in energy efficiency programs. 

New Measures for 2011-2012 

This program is a financing program used to support other program measure adoption. Therefore, there 
are no measures under this program. 

Delivery and Marketing Strategy 

A utility program manager will coordinate between the Lender and UNS Electric on all fund transfers, 
provide overall management, marketing oversight, planning and tracking of customer and contractor 
participation and coordinate all activities necessary to develop application forms and contractor training. 
Partnerships with community interest groups, W A C ,  insulation, and air sealing contractors trained in 
Program procedures and Arizona Energy Office or other industry experts to provide training, education 
and awareness. 

UNS Electric will provide Program marketing and customer outreach and awareness through a range of 
strategies including: website promotions, brochures, training and seminars for participating trade allies 
and contractors, and promotions through contractors and community interest groups. 

Measurement, Evaluation. and Research Plan 

An overview of the MER plan for this program is included as part of the larger program design filing, 
detailed in Appendix B. 
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UNS Electric will serve as the overall program administrator for delivery of the Energy Efficiency 
Portfolio. To expedite a quick launch of the programs, and to take advantage of cutting-edge program 
implementation experience from other parts of the country, UNS Electric plans to implement programs 
through a combination of third-party implementation contractors and utility staff. UNS Electric designs 
programs on the most cost-effective basis utilizing Implementation Contractor where they provide the 
lowest cost per kWh and likewise utilizing UNS Electric staff when appropriate. . Contractors will be 
selected through a competitive request for proposal process for delivery of programs. 

UNS Electric anticipates providing high-level administrative, contract management, program design and 
marketing oversight of the selected implementation contractors. A portfolio of this proposed size and 
scope will require careful management oversight. UNS Electric will have a small and dedicated group of 
energy efficiency program staff overseeing third-party implemented programs and promotion of cross- 
sector education and awareness activities. 

UNS Electric will also develop a comprehensive tracking database to ensure accurate and comprehensive 
recording of all program participation Additionally, the database will allow UNS Electric to research and 
track participation by customer class and geographic area, to identify trends and untapped opportunities to 
advance program goals. UNS Electric staff will also take primary responsibility for general energy 
efficiency education and awareness strategies and activities, including the corporate Web site, online 
energy audit software, mass-market general education and efficiency awareness promotions. 

In summary, UNS Electric will provide comprehensive program contract oversight, strategic planning, 
including management, financial planning and budgeting, as well as: 

High-level guidance and direction to the implementation contractors, including review and 
revision of proposed annual implementation plans and proposed milestones, and, additionally, 
engage with the contractor team on a daily basis when working through strategy and policy 
issues. 
Review and approval of implementation contractor invoices and ensure program activities are 
within investment and on schedule. 
Review of implementation contractor operational databases for accuracy, ensuring incorporation 
of data into UNS Electric’s comprehensive portfolio tracking database to be used for overall 
tracking and regulatory reporting. 
Review of measure saving estimates maintained by the implementation contractor. 
Oversight and coordination of evaluation, measurement, and verification contractors. 
Public education and outreach to community groups, trade allies and trade associations. 
Provide guidance and direction on new initiatives or strategies proposed by the implementation 
contractors. 
Communicate to implementation contractors other UNS Electric initiatives that may provide 
opportunities for cross-program promotion. 
Review and approve printed materials and advertising plans from Implementation Contractors. 
Create and provide collateral material for advertising on program delivered by the utility. 
Evaluate portfolio and program effectiveness and recommend modifications to programs and 
approach as needed. 
Perform periodic review of program metrics, conduct investment analysis, and review evolving 
program design. 
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A. Marketing and Outreach Strategy 
The marketing and outreach strategy for this portfolio of programs will encourage participation among 
customers, key market players and trade allies. The objective of the marketing and communications 
strategy is to make customers and key market actors aware of program offerings and benefits, and to 
influence their decision making when purchasing or installing energy systems or equipment in favor of 
more energy efficient options. 

The specifics of the marketing strategy will depend on the program and the demographics of the group 
being engaged. Depending on the market to be reached, marketing will generally include a mix of 
broadcast, Internet, print media, radio, direct contact, direct mail, bill inserts, or presentations. The 
program descriptions describe the proposed marketing approach for each program. 

Additionally, UNS Electric will work with regional, state, and national programs and partners to optimize 
cooperative marketing programs and campaigns. Marketing efforts will be designed to dovetail with other 
statewide or regional efficiency programs and campaigns, including those offered by APS. 

B. Tracking and Reporting 
UNS Electric plans to build a comprehensive internal tracking and reporting system to record all activities 
from the energy optimization portfolio of programs. Data tracking systems are being used successfully in 
numerous other states, and UNS Electric intends to benefit from the learning that has occurred there. 
Implementation contractors will be responsible for tracking and reporting energy efficiency program 
activities by entering details of each project into the comprehensive data tracking system. The system will 
allow customized reporting to meet any reporting requirements in a quick, transparent and accurate 
manner. 

C. Midstream Adjustments 
While this plan presents detailed information on approach, energy efficiency measures and proposed 
incentive levels, unforeseen changing market conditions, will require regular review and revisions of 
portions of this plan to reflect new information. As such, adjustments to these programs will likely be 
necessary. When this is the case, the Commission will be updated in a timely manner and given 
opportunity to provide input. 

D. Inter-Utility Coordination 
UNS Electric will work with APS and other utilities to maximize the effectiveness of the programs; in 
particular, where gas and electric services overlap, regular communication and coordination will be 
necessary. This collaboration will involve working together to identify savings opportunities, as well as 
providing consistent messaging and parallel programs to reduce confusion and difficulty for customers 
and trade allies. UNS Electric intends to continue to collaborate with others to send cohesive marketing 
messages, as well as designing incentive programs, forms and incentive levels that are easily transferable 
with adjacent utilities. 

E. Leveraging Other Efficiency Initiatives 
Within Arizona, several entities are promoting energy efficiency including: the state government; 
SWEEP; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Department of Energy’s “ENERGY STAR@’” 
brand; as well as Federal tax credits. UNS Electric and its implementation contractors will work diligently 
to remain aware and up to date, and to cooperate with efficiency efforts being directed at Arizona energy 
users. Wherever feasible, co-marketing efforts will be employed in an attempt to send a clear and 
consistent message on the benefits of energy efficiency and the resources available to help achieve it. 
Additionally, UNS Electric is planning to benefit from experiences in other areas of the country by 
joining the Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE) and E-Source, which will provide UNS Electric 
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program managers information and contacts to assist with continuous program design and delivery 
improvements of the portfolio. 

F. Trade Ally Coordination 
Trade allies are essential to effective implementation of energy efficiency programs. Trade allies are 
considered program partners and will be treated accordingly. Relationships with trade allies will be 
cultivated and nurtured through numerous methods to ensure effective communication in both directions. 
Trade allies will be regularly informed of program progress. Changes and feedback from trade allies 
about “what is working and what is not” in the field are essential. To ensure good two-way 
communication, we will emphasize coordination, “listening sessions,” and frequent communications with 
these key partners to advance program goals. A schedule of meetings, workshops, educational seminars, 
program update breakfasts, and clear and concise program descriptions will be distributed to the trade 
allies at the program kick off meetings. Ongoing training and program updates also will be a key part of 
program delivery. 
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UNS Electric is required by the Commission to carry out MER activities as a means to verify program 
savings impacts and monitor program performance.’ Evaluation activities will also benefit UNS Electric’s 
DSM program efforts by documenting actual program level savings being delivered, identifying areas for 
improvement and helping to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness energy efficiency investments. 
The evaluation principles discussed in this section, and the detailed program-specific plans that will be 
presented in a separate research plan, are informed by the leading guidance documents in the DSM 
evaluation field. These documents include: 

U.S. EPA’s Model Energy Efficiency Impact Evaluation Guide: A Resource of the National 
Action Plan for Energy Efficiency (2007) 

Efficiency Evaluation Organization’s International Performance Measurement and Verification 
Protocol (2009) 

California Public Utility Commission’s California Energy Efficiency Evaluation Protocols: 
Technical, Methodological, and Reporting Requirements for Evaluation Professionals (2006) 

EPRI’ s End-Use Performance Monitoring Handbook 

0 

0 

0 

0 

What is referred to as MER in Arizona is often called program evaluation, measurement, and verification 
(EM&V) elsewhere. Effective EM&V ensures that expected results are measurable, achieved results are 
robust and defensible, program delivery is effective in maximizing participation, and the overall portfolio 
is cost-effective. 

A. Definition of Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification 
Evaluation encompasses process, impact and market evaluation activities as defined below: 

Process Evaluations 

Process evaluations are directed at addressing whether the programs were implemented as designed, 
examining perceived market barriers and opportunities, measuring participant satisfaction, documenting 
the program process, and exploring opportunities for efficiency improvements. 

Impact Evaluations 

Impact evaluations validate the energy and demand savings produced by a program. These evaluations 
validate program-reported savings by verifying the type, quantity and efficiency of measures installed, 
examining the measures replaced by the program for retrofit applications, or estimating the normal or 
standard baseline equipment for new construction applications. 

Market Evaluations 

Market evaluations examine program and market assessment “indicators” developed for each program 
and assess how these indicators change over time. The indicators are typically derived from a program 
logic formulation developed during program design and early implementation. The program logic model 
is a simple representation of the program and the underlying hypotheses that are expected to account for 
the program’s success in the market. Typically, program logic models are organized around the program 
inputs, processes, and outputs. From this formulation, a set of key market indicators that can be tracked 
over time is developed (and modified over time, as needed). 

Monitoring includes developing a program data tracking system to support the evaluation effort; 
Le., monitoring of results and verifying the installation and retention of measures and equipment 
promoted by the DSM program where appropriate. 

0 

’ Arizona Corporation Commission Decision No. 71436 and A.C.C. R14-2-2415. 
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Verification includes a review, audit, and verification of claimed program savings and 

B. Approach to Evaluation 

recommendations for improvement. 

The overall evaluation approach is based on an integrated cross-disciplinary model that includes 
evaluators as members of “project teams” involved in the various stages of program planning, design, 
monitoring and evaluation. This is a cost-effective method that has proven successful for other utilities. 

Figure 9-1 below shows the program evaluation cycle. As shown, the stages of the program lifecycle 
inform one another. Findings from MER activities provide valuable inputs into program redesign, and the 
MER process plays an important role in enhancing program effectiveness and improving outcomes. 

Figure 9-1. Program MER Cycle 

This approach ensures the program evaluation effort is fair and objective. MER planning must consider a 
variety of factors in determining the timing and scope of evaluation activities to be conducted in a given 
year. These factors include distribution of regulatory requirements, savings across programs, available 
evaluation resources, and the stage of each program’s implementation. 

Approximately 4% of overall portfolio program costs will be allocated to the following activities. UNS 
Electric plans to invest an appropriate level of resources into the impact evaluation tasks to comply with 
regulatory requirements, but to ensure that sufficient resources are available to conduct market research. 
Allocating resources to process evaluation and market research is important because findings from this 
research will inform the future direction of the programs going forward. 

C. Examples of EM&V Related Activities 
Implementation andor evaluation support contractors will assist in the development of key program and 
evaluation related components. These include: 

Compilation and review of the savings estimates used for prescriptive measures including 
measure savings assumptions, including base efficiency, high efficiency, measure size, measure 
life, free ridership, and spillover estimates. 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

D. 

Review the portfolio tracking system database that captures measure and/or project data, develops 
initial estimates of savings, and retains participant information to assist with subsequent EM&V 
activities. 
Direct market baseline research and market characterization to support improved Plan 
implementation. 
Review program and measure cost-effectiveness 

Project Savings Verification and Due Diligence 
UNS Electric will work with implementation contractors to develop and implement quality 
assurance(“QA”)/quality control (“QC’), inspection, and due diligence procedures for those programs for 
which deemed savings are not appropriate. These procedures will vary by program and are necessary to 
assure customer eligibility, completion of installations, and the reasonableness and accuracy of savings. 
The activities that UNS Electric will undertake in performing MER procedures may include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 

0 

0 

0 

E. 

Review custom rebate applications and project proposals for eligibility and completeness 
Inspect and verify a statistically valid sample of installations for purposes of ensuring compliance 
with program requirements 
Prepare and facilitate MER plans where needed based on the project, and assure adherence to 
IPMW protocols 

Independent Program Evaluations 
Preliminary descriptions of proposed evaluations for each program are included in the program plans. 
The key components of the process and impact evaluations include: 

Evaluations conducted by an independent, DSM evaluation consultant. Verification, by an 
appropriate sample, that efficiency measures are installed as expected 
In-field measure performance measurement and data collection 
Energy and demand savings analysis to compute the results that are being achieved 
Cost-effectiveness analysis by program and overall DSM portfolio 
Process evaluation to indicate how well programs are working to achieve objectives 
Identification of important opportunities for improvement 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

F. Assessment of Annual Impacts 
UNS Electric’s MER contractor will prepare an annual report of energy efficiency program results, which 
will incorporate findings from evaluation activities completed that year, changes to programs, and new 
programs implemented, as well as gross and net savings and costs and cost-effectiveness results by 
program and portfolio. It is anticipated that the MER contractor’s work, as well as participation in the 
process by the implementation contractor, will result in numerous areas where improvements and 
refinements are necessary. 

UNS Electric will require implementation contractors or staff to routinely contact or visit a sample of 
participating customers to assess the quality of program delivery and the installation of measures for 
which incentives were claimed. 

G. Coordinate Evaluation Activities with Other Players 
As noted above, wherever it is practical and appropriate, evaluation activities will be conducted in 
conjunction with other utilities and agencies in the state to leverage funding and help ensure consistency. 
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2011 - 2012 Program Costs 
Program Demlopment, Analysis i3 Reporting Software 
Grand Total 

A.A.C R14-2-2405(A) requires UNS Electric to file its initial EE Implementation Plan within 30 days of 
the effective date of the Electric Energy Efficiency Standard (by January 3 1,201 1). A.A.C. R14-2- 
2405(A) also requires that subsequent plans be filed on June 1 of each odd year, making UNS Electric’s 
next EE Plan due June 1,2013. In order to inform the Commission of UNS Electric’s plan to meet the 
2012 EEES, UNS Electric is filing a two year implementation plan here (201 1-2012). UNS Electric will 
file its EE Plan for 2013 on June 1,2012, and will follow with its 2014-2015 EE Plan in June of 2013. 

$13,329,591 
$438,480 

$13,768,071 

So that the Company can continue its effective implementation of the EEES, UNS Electric P requests that 
the DSMS as filed be reviewed and implemented by June 1,201 1. This expedited review and 
implementation of the DSMS will keep the Company’s recovery of program costs on track with the 
previously implemented DSM Surcharge. Moreover, it will ensure no gaps in implementation or program 
delivery between the previously approved DSM Plan and the newly filed EE Plan, which is critical to the 
Company’s recovery of program costs and is in the best interest of rate payers. 

UNS Electric seeks approval of its proposed DSM Surcharge to recover two elements: (i) DSM program 
costs; and (ii) after tax DSM performance incentives. Specifically, UNS Electric is requesting approval to 
collect $16 million, $13.8 million in DSM program costs and $2.2 million in a pre-tax DSM performance 
incentive for 201 1-2012. UNS Electric is also seeking approval to shift approved EE Plan funds between 
programs, and to moderately increase the budgets outlined in the 2011-2012 EE Plan where cost- 
effective. 

A. Program Cost Recovery 
UNS Electric is requesting approval to collect $13.8 million in total DSM Program Costs. Pursuant to 
A.A.C. R14-2-2410(A), a utility may recover the costs that it incurs in planning, designing, 
implementing, and evaluating a DSM program or measure. R14-2-2410 (D) also allows utilities to 
recover DSM costs concurrently, on an annual basis, with spending for a DSM program or DSM measure. 
Table 10-1 shows the total projected spending for this 2-year plan. This 201 1-2012 DSM filing will not 
include a true-up for the 2010 DSM filing due to the timing changes resulting from implementation of the 
Energy Efficiency Standard. The timing requirements of the EE Standard will result in changing the 
DSM filing date from April 1 to January 31 for 201 1. Thus, the 2010 DSM filing reflected costs 
associated with the calendar year 2010 with a specified recovery period beginning June 1, 2010 and 
ending May 31, 201 1. The 201 1-2012 DSM filing is being filed prior to May 31, 201 1 (the end date for 
the recoveries associated with the 2010 expenses) and cannot reflect a reconciliation of the revenues 
recovered during the twelve months ending May 3 1, 201 1 to the twelve months of costs incurred in the 
calendar year 2010. That reconciliation will occur when the 2013-2014 DSM filing is made. 

Table 10-1. Total Projected Spending for 2011-2012 
I_’ - > )  ‘ J  . QMw%b& ‘ P  ; “k ’ +  ’ f I’ ’ Cdkff(Br q 

B. DSM Performance Incentive 

Performance Incentive Summary 
UNS Electric is requesting approval to collect $2.2 million in DSM Performance Incentives. The 
Commission has adopted the most stringent’ EE Standard in the country and utility Performance 
Incentives are widely recognized as a critical element to encourage utilities to extend efforts to meet or 
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even exceed stringent EE Standards. 
Incentives that: 

Regulators recognize the need for utility DSM Performance 

0 

0 

properly align all stakeholders’ interest; and 
are recovered at the same time or closely following investment in EE Programs. 

The EEES as described in R14-2-2411 allows utilities to propose a utility performance incentive. UNS 
Electric is requesting in this docket to structure the performance incentive using a shared incentive 
method based on a 10% share of “net” benefits (SCT measured) and with a 10% cap on spending for the 
201 1-2012 Implementation Plan. 

201 1 and 2012 Proposed Performance Incentive 

UNS Electric is proposing to use shared incentives based on “net” benefits similar to the structure 
recommended by TEP. and proposes to use the performance incentive structure shown in Table 10-2 
below. This proposal places a hard dollar cap based on 10% of net benefits rather than a cap on percent 
of spending. The hard dollar cap for 20 1 1 and 201 2 is proposed at $1,9203 15 (after-tax). This structure 
is preferred over the percent spending cap because it encourages cost savings rather than spending to 
increase the performance incentive. The proposed tiered performance incentive, shown in table 10-2, 
encourages performance over and above the established Energy Efficiency Standard and rewards utilities 
for this performance if accomplished at a lower cost. This model creates an atmosphere where utilities 
will place more emphasis on programs with the best cost-effectiveness and the highest net-benefits. This 
proposed tier structure is currently approved for APS and UNS Electric supports the tiers shown in the 
table below. To truly capture the performance incentive UNS Electric is requesting approval for an after- 
tax Performance Incentive. 

Table 10-2. Tiered Performance Incentive Model 

435% j 5% 
.............................................................................. .............I ................................................................................................ 

85% - 95% 6% 

96% - 105% 7% 

8% i .  106% - 115% 

116% - 125% 9% 

>125% 10% (cap below) 

Dollar Cap (201 1 and 2012) i 

.._.l,”l,.” .... i 1”” ”-- 

.................................... ..... ” ......... ........................... ! .......................................................................................... 

$1,920,5 15 

0 The performance incentive is calculated from the net benefits on the estimated annual energy 
reduction relative to the previous year’s annual MWh sales as established in the EEES with the 
above spending cap. 

UNS Electric is requesting approval to recover the estimated after tax 201 1 and 2012 
Performance Incentive through an incremental increase in the EE adjustor mechanism. The 
Performance Incentive will be trued-up to actual costs and benefits from the 2011 and 2012 
program years when UNS Electric files the 2013 and 2014 adjusted DSM Surcharge, 
respectively. 

The net-benefit ratio for all support programs including general Education and Outreach 
programs, Financing Programs, Codes and Standards, and for Low Income Programs is assumed 
to be 1. 

0 

0 
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*Net Benefits are adjusted to $0. Benefits are likely to equal costs; however at this time they are not quantified 

The 20 1 1-20 12 after tax performance incentive at seven percent of the net benefits is $1,344,360 which is 
less than the $1,920,515 cap, as shown in Table 10-4 below. 

Table 10-4. Performance Incentive for 2011 and 2012 

~~~~ ~ ~ 

*Assumhe 100% of savings goal is reached, incentive is calcualted as 7% of lifetime net benefits 

UNS Electric is requesting to collect $2,199,777 in the 201 1 and 2012 adjustor. This includes $1,344,360 
from Table 10-4 multiplied by the gross revenue conversion factor from the last rate case (1.6363) to 
determine the pre-tax amount. UNS Electric did not have a 2010 Performance Incentive approved. 



UNS Electric 201 1-2012 Electric Energy Efficiency Implementation Plan 

Program Budget 
Pe rf orma nce I nce n tive 

Table 10-5 shows 

T 

$5,828,874 $7,939,197 $13,768,071 
$878,890 $1,352.453 $2,231,343 

the Company’s requested 201 1 and 2012 Performance incentives a1 

able 10-5. Performance Incentive for 2011 and 2012 Surch; 

Requested Surcharge 
Current Surcharge 
Incremental Change 

t a pre-tax level. 

arge 

$0.003350 
$0.000995 
$0.002355 

C. Total DSM Surcharge 
The total DSMS requested in this EE Plan is comprised of 1) Program Cost Recovery and 2) Utility 
Performance Incentive. The Company’s proposed total DSMS for 201 1-2012 is $.003350/kWh compared 
to the 2010 DSMS of $.000995. The 201 1-2012 surcharge would contribute $2.81 per month to the 
average residential customer bill compared to $0.84 from the 2010 DSMS. UNS Electric is requesting 
approval to collect costs as shown below in Table 10-6. 

. I  . .  . .  

Total r $6,707,7Wr $9,291,6501 I $15,999,41 
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UNS Electric 201 1-201 2 Electric Energy Efficiency Implementation Plan 

Flexibilitv 
In an effort to maintain participation in highly successful Energy Efficiency Programs, UNS Electric 
requests approval from the Commission, for the flexibility to shift approved funds between programs and 
to moderately increase the budgets outlined in the 201 1-2012 EE Plan where it would be cost-effective to 
do so. Flexibility of this sort has proven itself valuable in the implementation of the REST and UNS 
Electric believes it is equally important here. In order to effectively and smoothly implement the EEES, 
utilities must be able to accept applications for customer inclusion in each energy efficiency program 
even though an individual program may, at the time, be oversubscribed. This type of flexibility is also 
necessary to maximize participation in the highly successful Commercial and Residential programs that 
UNS Electric administers. In order to facilitate this type of flexibility, UNS Electric respectfully requests 
Commission approval of the following language in its EE Plan approving Decision: 

UNS Electric will be allowed to shift up to 25% of approved funds from Residential to 
Commercial or Ji-om Commercial to Residential programs as deemed necessary based 
on program activity, and UNS Electric will be allowed the option of increasing up to 
25% of the total Energy Eficiency budget where cost-effective, to continue 
participation until approval of the next regularly scheduled Energy Eficiency 
Implementation plan. ” 

In addition, UNS Electric would agree to evaluate program progress and requirements to shift funds from 
one program to another and to provide updates to the Commission at any interval requested by the 
Commission. 

Reporting 
Pursuant to A.A.C. R14-2-2409(D), UNS Electric requests that the reporting requirements in the EEES 
supersede the Company’s existing reporting requirements as found in Decision No. 70360 (May 27, 
2008) in Docket E-04204A-06-0783. Specifically, UNS Electric requests that the reporting requirements 
contained in R14-2-2409 replace (i) UNS Electric’s April lst surcharge filing requirement; and (ii) UNS 
Electric’s requirement to file semi-annual reports on April lst and October lst of each year. 
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Memorandum 
To: DSM Collaborative 
From: UniSource Energy & APS 
Date: October 1,2010 
RE: Arizona BenefitKOst Analysis of DSM Programs Memo No. 1 

~ 

Introduction: 
The attached white paper presents recommendations from A P S ,  UniSource Energy, and various DSM 
Collaborative group stakeholders on the interpretation of inputs and methodologies to be used when 
developing the societal benefit-cost test (SCT) as prescribed in the rulemaking on electric energy efficiency'. 
This document is intended to provide a consistent, efficient, and transparent method to assess the cost 
effectiveness of both planned and implemented DSM activities. 
Key recommendations in the white paper include; 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6.  

7. 

Avoided cost of energy will be stated as levelized costs and will be developed using the assumptions for 
the forecasted marginal production costs included in the integrated resource planning (IIIP) model, with 
adjustments as appropriate for the impacts of the energy savings planned through the energy efficiency 
standard. 
Until such time that the financial and legislative impacts of carbon mitigation are developed, the 
marginal production costs for energy will include an estimated cost of carbon that is imbedded in the 
marginal production cost of energy included in the IRP filed by each individual utility. As the IRP Rule 
sets forth, any interested party may provide, for the Commission's consideration, analyses and 
supporting data pertaining to environmental impacts. 
Avoided cost of generation capacity will be stated as annual levelized costs based primarily on the cost 
of the next marginal unit identified in the IRP generation plan. Utilities may also use an approach that 
combines the next marginal unit cost and the cost of short term market capacity where appropriate. 
The avoided cost of generation capacity will include the value of both principal and interest payments 
over the term of the debt incurred in installing these resources. 
A societal discount rate will be used that will be based on the yield for U.S. Treasury securities up to a 
cap of 4%. 
Administrative costs for energy efficiency measures will be applied at the level of program cost- 
effectiveness analysis and do not enter into the screening of individual DSM measures. Individual 
measure screening will be based on savings and measure incremental costs only. 
The net-to-gross ratio will be assigned a value of 1 in cases where free ridership, spillover, and market 
influence effects cannot be measured or estimated with a reasonable degree of confidence. 

This document is the result of DSM Collaborative meetings held on February 5* and May 18*, 2010, to 
begin the process of establishing a common framework between APS, TEP, and ACC for calculating benefit- 
costs of DSM activities. The results of the discussions were compiled and circulated for comment to all of 
the interested parties by Navigant Consulting. Comments, feedback and suggestions were then incorporated 
into this white paper guide. 

' Referenced in docket number RE-OOOOOC-09-0427, the rulemaking on electric energy efficiency. 
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I. Objective 
This white paper presents the interpretation of inputs and methodologies to be used when developing the 
societal benefit-cost tests prescribed in docket number RE-00000C-09-04272, the proposed rulemaking on 
electric energy efficiency. The recommended inputs and methodologies are supported by APS and 
Unisource Energy and will allow Arizona IOUs to apply a consistent approach in screening the cost 
effectiveness of new energy efficiency measures and program offerings, and also in assessing the cost 
effectiveness of measures and programs already deployed. This document seeks to accomplish the 
following; 

1. Provide a common approach between the utilities and Staff to conduct benefit cost analysis of DSM 
measures and programs being considered for implementation or being assessed after implementation; 

2. Provide a screening process that is easy to use so that both the utilities and Staff can prepare their 
evaluations without delaying the implementation of programs to meet the Commission’ s aggressive 
savings targets; 

3. Recognizes that benefit-cost assessment is ongoing, and that more refined analysis of cost 
effectiveness will be conducted during the monitoring and evaluation phase. Part of the data 
gathering process in the monitoring and evaluation phase will be devoted to getting better information 
on factors which are often uncertain in the initial measure screening phase and; 

4. Provide synchronization between utility IRP and DSM activities. 

The document is structured to provide a brief definition of the Societal Cost Test (SCT), followed by 
specific recommendations on benefit-cost test inputs and methodologies. A summary of key 
recommendations is then presented, followed by a glossary of terms. 

11. Definition of the Societal Cost Test 
The Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) in Decision No. 71436 directed the public utilities in the 
state to design cost-effective Demand-Side Management (DSM) programs to meet the state’s energy 
efficiency and load management objectives. The decision further states that the Societal Cost Test shall 
be used to determine cost effectiveness. 

The SCT is structurally similar to the Total Resource Cost Test (TRC) but goes beyond the TRC test in 
that it attempts to quantify the change in the total resource costs to society as a whole rather than to only 
the service territory (the utility and its ratepayers). The main difference between the SCT and TRC Tests 
are the use of a societal discount rate and the capability to include the value of other societal benefits such 
as avoided environmental externalities (avoided pollution costs), non-energy benefits, reliability benefits, 
and fuel diversity. The ACC has chosen the term “Non-Market Benefits” to describe these benefits and 
has adopted the following definition: 

““on-market benefits” means the incremental improvements in social welfare that are not 
bought or sold.’ 

When expressed in terms of net present value, it is the ratio of the discounted total benefits of the program 
to the discounted total costs over some specified time period. The equation and terms of the SCT are 
defined as follows: 

This document specifically pertains to sections R14-2-2401 and R14-2-2412 of the proposed standard 2 
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BCRsc = (UACNpv + NMBNpv) + (PRCNPV + PCN-NPV + UICNpv) 

Where: 

BCRsc = Societal BenefitKOst Ratio 

UACNPV = Net Present Value of Utility Avoided Cost 

NMBNpv= Net Present Value of Non-Market Benefits (societal benefits) 
including environmental and other non-energy benefits 

PRCNPV = Net Present Value of Program Administrator Program Costs 

PCN-Npv = Net Present Value of Net Participant Costs 

UICNPV = Net Present Value of Utility Increased Supply Costs 

Utility avoided costs (UAC) are defined as follows: 

UAC = AE~N x ACE + ADN x ACC + AECC 

Where: 

AEN = Net energy savings 

ACE = Avoided cost of energy 

ADN = Net demand savings 

ACC = Avoided cost of capacity 

AECC = Utility avoided environmental regulation compliance costs (e.g., carbon 
dioxide allowances, pollution control equipment). 

111. Recommended Societal Cost Test Inputs and Methodologies 
The following discussion provides recommendations on inputs and methodologies for each of the terms in 
the Societal Cost Test as defined above. The net present value of utility increased supply costs (UICNpv) 
is not addressed in this white paper because the rulemaking on electric energy efficiency is not intended 
to define the cost benefits of fuel switching programs, and because the SCT test cannot be applied 
meaningfully to load building programs. 

A. Societal Discount Rate 

The SCT allows for the use of a societal discount rate (SDR). The SDR is a reflection of a society's 
relative valuation on today's well-being versus well-being in the future. While no single method for 
determining the value of the SDR is agreed upon among industry practitioners, most agree that the value 
of the SDR is lower than rate of return selected for commercial investment decisions. The SDR used in 
evaluating energy efficiency programs and measures will be defined as follows; 

0 

0 

The SDR will be based on the yield from U.S. Treasury securities with a cap of 4%. 

The maturity of the Treasury security used to establish the SDR should be the same as the investment 
horizon of the discount rate used in the utility IRP. For example an IRP using a 20 year investment 
period would use the yield of the 20 year Treasury bond as the appropriate SDR. 

The date when the yield on the Treasury security is selected should be as close as possible to the date 
used to establish the discount rate used in the utility IRP. 

0 
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B. Utility Avoided Cost (UAC) 

Net Enerm Savings (AllN) 
0 Net Energy Savings will be defined by the following equation; 

A E N  = A E G  x (1 + ELLF) x NTGR 

Where: 

A E N  = Net energy savings 

AEG = Gross energy savings (at the customer meter, not including NTG effects) 

NTGR = Net To Gross Ratio 

0 The value for the energy line loss factor (ELLF) will be determined by the most recent IRP. 
The calculation of the NTGR will include an estimation of free ridership, spillover and market 
influence factor (MIF) effects. Spillover is further defined as internal spillover and external 
spillover. 

The calculation of the net-to-gross ratio is conducted as follows: 0 

NTGR=l-FRF+SPF+MIF 

Where: 

FRF = Free ridership factor 

SPF = Spillover factor. This effect is comprised of two components defined as follows; 
0 Internal spillover is typically defined as other measures installed in the same 

facility. 

External spillover is typically defined as measures installed in other related 
facilities. 

0 

MIF = Market influence factor. This factor is comprised of three components defined as 
follows; 

0 Market Development Factor - The influence of programs on developing 
infrastructure, pipeline of products and service in the market, trade and 
professional expertise from training and education. 

Market Maintenance Factor - The influence of programs in maintaining energy 
efficiency expertise and products and services in the market through ups and 
downs of business and economic cycles. 

Market Transformation Factor -- The influence of programs on transforming the 
market over time. 

0 

0 The NTGR will be assigned a value of 1 in cases where free ridership, spillover, and market 
influence effects cannot be measured or estimated with a reasonable degree of confidence. 

NTGR will be updated and reported through the MER process. 
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Avoided Cost of Enerm (ACE): 
0 Avoided cost of energy will be stated as levelized costs and will be developed using the assumptions 

for the forecasted marginal production costs (MPC) included in the integrated resource planning 
model, with adjustments as appropriate for the impacts of the energy savings planned through the 
energy efficiency standard. 

The utilities should state if the energy efficiency standard was incorporated within the MPC model 
and how this was done. 

The period over which the levelized costs are presented will match the useful life of the measure or 
program being evaluated. For instance, if the measure life is 15 years, the value for the avoided cost 
of energy will be based on the levelized costs for a same 15 year period. 

The definition of summer and winter seasons, and also peak and off peak should be generally 
consistent with definitions used in TOU pricing structures and will be based on mutual agreement 
between staff and each utility and can vary by measures. At a minimum, avoided cost of energy 
values will be provided to ACC Staff in the following format: 

0 

0 

0 

On-Peak Summer 

Off-peak Summer 

On-Peak Winter 

Off-peak Winter 

Avoided Cost of Carbon: 
0 

Determined from On-Peak Summer TOU hours 

Determined from Off-peak Summer TOU hours 

Determined from On-Peak Winter TOU hours 

Determined from Off-peak Winter TOU hours 

Until such time that the financial and legislative impacts of carbon mitigation are developed, the 
marginal production costs for energy will include an estimated cost of carbon that is imbedded in the 
marginal production cost of energy included in the IRP filed by each individual utility. As the IRP 
Rule sets forth, any interested party may provide, for the Commission’s consideration, analyses and 
supporting data pertaining to environmental impacts. 

It is recognized that compliance costs associated with COz emissions remains uncertain, and that 
factors such as pending legislation or developing markets that establish alternative values for CO:! 
emissions may require this approach be revised. 

0 

N- 
0 Net Demand Savings will be defb,ed by the following equation; 

ADN = ADG x (1 + DLLF + CRF) x NTGR 

0 

0 

Avoided Cost of Generation Cavacitv (ACC): 

0 

The value for the line capacity reserve factor (CRF) will be determined by the most recent IRP 
The value for the demand line loss factor (DLLF) will be determined by the most recent IRP. 

The value for NTGR will be the same as defined for avoided net energy savings 

Avoided cost of generation capacity will be stated as annual levelized costs based primarily on the 
cost of the next marginal unit identified in the IRP generation plan. Utilities may also use an 
approach that combines the next marginal unit cost and the cost of short term market capacity where 
appropriate. 

The avoided cost of generation capacity will include the value of both principal and interest payments 
over the term of the debt incurred in installing new capacity resources. 

0 
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C. Program Administrator Program Costs (PRC) 

Program administrative costs are all non-incentive costs incurred by the utility in the process of operating 
and delivering DSM programs. These costs include management, administration, marketing, training, 
implementation services, and measurement and evaluation. For the purposes of cost-effectiveness 
analysis of DSM programs and measures, administrative costs are applied at the level of program cost- 
effectiveness analysis and do not enter into the screening of individual DSM measures. Costs included in 
the screening of individual DSM measures are limited to customer incremental or installed costs. This 
distinction is made in the application of costs because administrative costs are incurred at the program 
level and may be allocated arbitrarily, or may not be distributed uniformly across individual DSM 
measures and applications. 

Thus, for program level cost-effectiveness screening the following formulation of the SCT applies: 

BCRsc, PROGRAM = (UAC + “dB)  + (PRC + PCN + UIC) 

However, for cost-effectiveness screening at the individual measure level the administrative cost term is 
omitted and the following formulation applies: 

BCRsc, MEASURE = (UAC + NMB) + (PCN + uc) 
D. Non-Market Benefits (NMB) 

The SCT allows for the inclusion of ‘non-market benefits and costs to ~ociety’~ Non-market benefits 
includes items such as reliability benefits (e.g. avoided blackouts as the result of less strain on distribution 
systems), non-energy benefits (e.g. secondary economic impacts from low income programs), fuels 
diversity benefits (e.g. potential to reduce risks of supply disruption or mitigating the effects of price 
volatility). In addition, the non-market benefits included in the SCT test are intended to value the 
broader societal benefits from avoided environmental externalities such as avoided pollution or reduced 
risk of climate change. This viewpoint differs from the inclusion of the potential financial risks of COz 
emissions discussed previously in that it also considers a broader societal perspective4. If non-market 
benefits are used in the S C T  for measure or program evaluations they will be indentified and defined. 

E. Net Participant Costs (PCN) 

0 The net participant costs typically include all equipment costs, installation, operation and 
maintenance, cost of removal (less salvage value) paid by participants. 

The majority of participant costs are typically the incremental costs or full installed costs incurred by 
customers in the process of installing the DSM measure. The term ‘net’ implies that all relevant 
customer costs are included in this value, and generally includes either one of two types of costs; 

1. ‘Incremental costs’ that are the difference in cost between a standard efficiency and high 
efficiency device. Incremental costs are typically used when a device has failed and is going to 
be replaced anyway (‘replace on burn-out,), or in the case of new construction projects. 

Decision No. 71436, R14-2-2401 Definitions, Page 4. 
The societal discount rate is a reflection of a society’s relative valuation on today’s well-being versus well-being in 

the future. Choices about the SDR of environmental protection projects, such as funding the reduction of global 
warming, place a greater valuation on future generations, employing a low time preference that places more 
emphasis than average on their well-being in the further future. 
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2. ‘Full installed costs’ that are typically defined as the cost of replacing a working system with a 
higher-efficiency system. In general full installed costs include both the full cost of the material 
being installed and also the cost of the labor to install the measure. 

0 All incremental costs, including other expenses such as additional costs for designing a more efficient 
building, will be considered on a case by case basis as part of the measure screening process. 

Net participant costs will be updated and reported through the MER process. 0 

IV. Summary of Key Recommendations 
Key recommendations in the white paper include; 
1.  

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6.  

7. 

Avoided cost of energy will be stated as levelized costs and will be developed using the assumptions 
for the forecasted marginal production costs included in the integrated resource planning (IRP) 
model, with adjustments as appropriate for the impacts of the energy savings planned through the 
energy efficiency standard. 
Until such time that the financial and legislative impacts of carbon mitigation are developed, the 
marginal production costs for energy will include an estimated cost of carbon that is imbedded in the 
marginal production cost of energy included in the IRP filed by each individual utility. As the IRP 
Rule sets forth, any interested party may provide, for the Commission’s consideration, analyses and 
supporting data pertaining to environmental impacts. 
Avoided cost of generation capacity will be stated as annual levelized costs based primarily on the 
cost of the next marginal unit identified in the IRP generation plan. Utilities may also use an 
approach that combines the next marginal unit cost and the cost of short term market capacity where 
appropriate. 
The avoided cost of generation capacity will include the value of both principal and interest payments 
over the term of the debt incurred in installing these resources. 
A societal discount rate will be used that will be based on the yield for U.S. Treasury securities up to 
a cap of 4%. 
Administrative costs for energy efficiency measures will be applied at the level of program cost- 
effectiveness analysis and do not enter into the screening of individual DSM measures. Individual 
measure screening will be based on savings and measure incremental costs only. 

The net-to-gross ratio will be assigned a value of 1 in cases where free ridership, spillover, and 
market influence effects cannot be measured or estimated with a reasonable degree of confidence. 

Glossary of Terms 
The factors included in the formulas above are further defined as follows. 

0 

0 

Avoided Costs: the generation, transmission, distribution, and fuel costs that that the utility 
avoids making though investing in DSM resources. 
Free ridership: program participants who would have installed DSM measures anyway without 
the influence of the program. 

Gross demand savings: DSM measure demand savings at the customer meter not including 
NTG effects (i.e., whether the measure installation was caused by the program isn’t considered). 

Gross energy savings: DSM measure energy savings at the customer meter not including NTG 
effects (i.e., whether the measure installation was caused by the program isn’t considered). 

0 

0 
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0 Levelized Costs: the process of calculating levelized costs involves taking a string of costs and 
calculating a uniform annual cost value over the duration of the measure life. This reduces the 
curve to a single, levelized cost that can be used in a present value calculation. This is referred 
to in this memo as the levelized cost model. Levelized costs can potentially hide the volatility of 
fossil fuel prices (and perhaps other costs) and that, consequently, the hedge value of stably- 
priced energy efficiency is neglected. 

Net demand savings: the amount of demand savings at the generator actually attributable to the 
DSM program including line loss factor, capacity reserve factor and NTG effects. 

Net energy savings: the amount of energy savings at the generator actually attributable to the 
DSM program including line loss factor and NTG effects. 

Net-to-gross ratio: net savings/gross savings. 

Non-market benefits: benefits to society or reduced environmental emissions and other non- 
energy benefits that are not recovered through utility rates. 

Program administrator program costs: all non-incentive costs required to operate and deliver 
the program including management, administration, marketing, implementation services and 
measurement and evaluation. 

Spillover: customers who installed DSM measures due to the influence of a DSM program but 
did not participate in the program. This effect includes both internal and external spillover. 
Internal spillover is typically defined as other measures installed in the same facility, while 
external spillover is typically defined as measures installed in other related facilities. 

0 

0 

0 
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UniSourc~ UNS Electric, Inc. 
Rider R-2 

Demand Side Management Surcharge (DSMS) 

APPLICABILITY 
The Demand Side Management Surcharge (DSMS) applies to all customers, except customers who take service under the Customer 
Assistance Residential Energy Support (C.A.R.E.S) pricing plan or Low income Medical Life Support Program (C.A.R.E.S.-M) pricing 
plan in all territory served by UNS Electric, Inc. as mandated by the Arizona Corporation Commission, unless otherwise specified. 
C.A.R.E.S. and C.A.R.E.S.-M customers are exempt from any DSM surcharge. 

- RATE 
The following DSM Surcharge is effective June 1,201 1 through December 31,2012. The DSMS shall be applied to all monthly net bills 
except for C.A.R.E.S. customer at the following rate: 

All kWh Q $0.003350 per kwh 

REQUl REM ENTS 
The UNS Electric, Inc. DSMS will be calculated and filed with the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) for approval on or before June 
1. The ACC will approve the surcharge to be billed to all applicable pricing plans for twelve (12) months beginning each January 1. 

TAX CLAUSE 
To the charaes comwted under the above rate, including any adjustments, shall be added the applicable proportionate part of any taxes - _ _  
or governmental impositions which are or may in the future be assessed on the basis of gross revenues of the Company, andlor the price 
of, or revenue from, gas sales or service sold andlor the volume of gas sales generated or purchased for sale andlor sold hereunder. 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 
The standard Rules and Regulations of the Company as on file from time to time with the Arizona Corporation Commission shall apply 
where not inconsistent with this pricing plan. 

Filed By: Raymond S. Heyman 
Title: 
District: Entire ElectricSewice Area 

Senior Vice President, General Counsel 
Tariff No.: Rider R-2 DSMS 
Effective: June 1,201 1 
Page No.: 1 of 1 
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SERVICES 
UNS Electric, Inc. 

Rider R-2 
Demand Side Management Surcharge (DSMS) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

APPLICABILITY 
The Demand Side Manaaement Surcharae IDSMS) amlies to all customers, exceDt customers who take service under the Customer 
Assistance Residential Gergy Support (e.A.R.E.S) piicing plan or Low income Medical Life Support Program (C.A.R.E.S.-M) pricing 
plan in all territory served by UNS Electric, Inc. as mandated by the Arizona Corporation Commission, unless otherwise specified. 
C.A.R.E.S. and C.A.R.E.S.-M customers are exempt from any DSM surchargeL- 

&Qg 
The followina DSM Surcharae is effective June 1,201 1 throuah December 31,2012. The DSMS shall be applied to all monthly net bills 
exced for C.A.R.E.S. customer at the following rate: 

All kWh @ $ O . O O ~ € @ X  per kWh 

REQUIREMENTS 
The UNS Electric, Inc. DSMS will be calculated and filed with the Arizona CorDoration Commission (ACC) for amroval on or before 
Ap4.i.I let. The ACC will approve the surcharge to be billed to all applicable pricing plans for twelve (12) months beginning each 
W a n u a r y  1. 

TAX CLAUSE 
To the charges computed under the above rate, including any adjustments, shall be added the applicable proportionate part of any taxes 
or governmental impositions which are or may in the future be assessed on the basis'of gross revenues of the Company, andlor the price 
of, or revenue from, gas sales or service sold andlor the volume of gas sales generated or purchased for sale and/or sold hereunder. 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 
The standard Rules and Regulations of the Company as on file from time to time with the Arizona Corporation Commission shall apply 
where not inconsistent with this pricing plan. 

Filed By: Raymond S. Heyman 

District: Entire ElectricService Area 
I Title: Senior Vice President, General Counsel 

Tariff No.: Rider R-2 DSMS 
Effective: June 1,20118 
Page No.: l o f l  
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Exhibit 3 - DSMS Backup 

Education and Outreach 

1. Expenses are necessary for compliance and reporting reqirements of EEES. 
2.2010 Expenditures are preliminary. Final 2010 Expenditures will be reported in the Semi-annual report due April 1,2011. 

Table 2: DSMS Rate Calculation 

UNSE ‘DSM Budget i 19MoForecast Ratelkwh 
Total Ekpense 
Performance Incentive 

1 
i I i 

1 

$13 768O71i -4,775,244,697 1 $0.002883 ’ $0.000467 

$0.003350 
697 l x ”  “ I  ~ ^ X  x 1  ” x _  x -” 1 
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UNS Electric Appliance Recycling Program 
Appendix A 

-I 

Program Description 

UNS Electric, Inc. (“UNS Electric”) Appliance Recycling Program (“Program”) is designed to remove 
and responsibly recycle inefficient but operable refrigerators or freezers from the power grid which are 
currently being used as secondary appliances or potentially could become secondary units. The Program 
will offer residential customers a $35 incentive, free pick-up, and free recycling of their inefficient 
refrigerators or freezers. The Program will utilize an experienced appliance recycling contractor to 
market the Program, verify customer’s eligibility, coordinate and process incentives, schedule and pick- 
up eligible appliances, and responsibly recycle the appliances. UNS Electric believes this Program will 
reduce energy consumption in its service territory and help keep inefficient appliances out of the used 
appliance market. The approach utilized by this Program has been successfully implemented in many 
other states and UNS Electric believes it will be successful in its service territory. 

Program Ob-iectives and Rationale 

The objective of the Program is to permanently remove operable inefficient refrigerators and freezers 
from the power grid and recycle them in an environmentally safe manner. This will produce long-term 
electric energy savings in UNS Electric’s residential sector. 

The Program’s rationale is to incent customers with a $35 rebate, free pick-up, and responsible recycling 
of their operable inefficient refrigerators and freezers. The Program will provide the consumers with an 
energy savings alternative to selling or donating these inefficient units to the used appliance market or 
utilizing the unit themselves. Additionally it saves consumers the burden of disposing of the appliance 
and the $35 municipal fee required to do so. 

1 Marketing materials with operating cost estimates. 
Lack of awareness about operating costs for older 1 
inefficient refrigerators and freezers I Free pick-up/removal from customer site plus 

incentive. 1 

Cost of disposal. 

Environmental impact of disposal. 

Inconvenience of removing old units. 
Freedisposal. 

1 Using an environmentally responsible recycling 
contractor for disposal. 1 

Target Market 

The Program is targeted at residential customers who are currently operating inefficient refrigerators 
and/or freezers in their homes, or may be considering selling, donating or keeping a recently acquired 
inefficient unit as a secondary appliance. 

Promam Elirzibilitv 

The Program is available to all residential utility customers with operable inefficient refrigerators or 
freezers that are between 10 and 30 cubic feet. The Program will limit the rebate to two units per year per 
household. 

Current Baseline Conditions 

National studies have found that approximately 20% of customers have at least one secondary inefficient 
refrigerator or freezer in their home. Most of these units are ten years old or more. 

I 
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Products and Services 
The products and services provided by the Program include: 

0 

a $35 customer incentive; 

free pick-up and recycling of operable inefficient refrigerators or freezers; 

education and promotional efforts to inform customers about the energy saving benefits of 
recycling their older inefficient refrigerators or freezers, including brochures, promotional 
material, and utility website content; 

refrigerator and freezer recycling in accordance with established U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (“EPA”) best practice industry standards to ensure optimal levels of recycled material 
and environmental compliance; 

working with retailers to distribute information about the Program and the energy saving benefits 
of recycling inefficient refrigerators and freezers; 

removal and proper disposal of the chlorofluorocarbons (“CFCs”) (a potent greenhouse gas used 
as a blowing agent in older foam insulation products) contained in many older appliances - a 
significant additional environmental benefit of the program; and 

customer outreach achieved when the recycling contractor leaves behind additional literature and 
information about other energy efficiency Demand-Side Management (“DSM’) programs and 
opportunities. 

0 

0 

0 

Delivery Strategy. Incentive Processing and Administration 
The strategy for Program delivery, incentive processing, and administration is as follows: 

0 Turnkev appliance pick-uu/recvclinq: an implementation contractor will be selected to provide 
comprehensive turnkey implementation services, from eligibility verification and scheduling of 
pick-ups, to proper disposal and recycling of turned-in appliances. 

0 Incentive coordination and processing: the implementation contractor will coordinate prompt 
processing of incentive payments. A prompt incentive payment is essential to retailer/customer 
satisfaction, thus the implementation contractor will establish protocols and service level 
requirements that expedite payment. 

Implementation-related administrative requirements will be handled by the third-party implementation 
contractor. The implementation contractor will be responsible for: 

0 

0 marketing strategy and messaging; 
0 

incentive processing; 

0 data tracking and reporting; 

0 investment tracking and reporting; 

0 contact (call) center services; 

management of the scheduling, pick-up, and appliance recycling processes; 

development and placement of promotional materials and advertising; 

2 
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0 managing public relations; and 

0 customer satisfaction/problem resolution. 

The Program will use marketing messages targeted at customers with inefficient refrigeratordfreezers. 
Mass marketing will emphasize the cost of operating inefficient refrigerators/freezers and the 
environmental benefits of proper disposal. The Program will be marketed at retail point-of-sale providing 
retailers with a responsible disposal service for those customers replacing their current inefficient 
refrigerator or freezer. 

Program Marketing and Communication S trategv 

The marketing and communications strategy will include but is not limited to the following components: 

0 Direct marketing to customers on the savings benefits of removing and recycling an inefficient 
refrigerator or freezer on the utility website and with bill inserts. 

A Web site link to the EPA’s new “ENERGY S T M @  Recycle My Old Fridge Campaign” at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=recycle.pr_refrigerators, which includes calculators to 
estimate savings. 

Media advertising which may include local newspapers or other selected print media, press 
releases, radio and/or television. 

Information provided through UNS Electric’s Customer Care Center. 

Marketing materials which may include brochures and other collateral pieces to promote the 
benefits and energy savings of recycling an inefficient refrigeratodfreezer. UNS Electric will 
also design a thank you note and leave behind materials describing other residential and small 
business programs available to customers. 

All marketing materials will carry a strong consumer education message emphasizing the cost of 
operating an inefficient refrigerator or freezer and the importance of properly recycling and disposal of 
older units. Marketing materials will also leverage the ENERGY STAR@ brand and the savings 
associated with purchasing ENERGY STAR@ appliances. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Program Implementation Schedule 

Upon Program approval by the Arizona Corporation Commission (“Commission”), UNS Electric’s plans 
to immediately engage an implementation contractor selected through a request for proposals (“RW”) 
process to deliver the Program. UNS Electric’s goal is to recycle a total of 1,150 units per year for 201 1, 
20 12, and 20 13 respectively. 

Measurement, Evaluation. and Research Plan 
All evaluation activities will be conducted by UNS Electric’s measurement, evaluation, and research 
(“MER”) contractor. An integrated evaluation approach will be taken that includes the following 
components: 

0 addressing evaluation at the onset of Program design and collecting evaluation data as part of 
Program administration; 

assessing and documenting baseline conditions; 0 

0 establishing tracking metrics; 

3 
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0 

0 

developing and refining deemed savings measure databases; and 

conducting primary and secondary research as part of the impact and process evaluations. 

The overall goal of the impact evaluation will be to validatekalibrate the deemed savings values of the 
Program, and to determine its cost-effectiveness. Primary impact metrics are savings per unit, Program 
participants, net-to-gross ratio, and Program cost-effectiveness. 

Validation/calibration of deemed savings values will be determined by an analysis of Program records 
and by testing a sample of equipment picked up for recycling. Primary research may be conducted to 
determine the impact of variables such as size of refrigerator, effective life of the equipment, and owner 
utilization. Self-report surveys with both participants and non-participants will be used to assess Program 
awareness, barriers to participation, participant satisfaction, and other process efficiency issues. 
Interviews will also be conducted with Program managers and the implementation contractor. These 
surveys will be enhanced by collecting market data and assessing trends. 

The process evaluation will be conducted during the first Program year and then coordinated with impact 
evaluation work. Wherever it is practical and appropriate, evaluation activities will be conducted in 
conjunction with other utilities and agencies in the state to efficiently utilize resources and help ensure 
consistency. 

Oualitv Assurance and Control 

0 Refrigerators and freezers will be checked for functionality before removal as only operating 
units will be picked up. 

Only operable inefficient refrigerators and freezers will be picked up. 

All refrigerators will be decommissioned by the implementation contractor, or accredited third 
party, in accordance with applicable local state and federal standards for proper handling of 
refrigerants. 

Customer satisfaction surveys will be sent to a random sample of customers. 

All Program data tracking will be performed by the Program implementer and reported to the 
utility monthly. 

The Program evaluation process (described above) will provide an additional level of quality 
assurance for the Program. 

0 

0 

0 

Program Costs and Benefits 

Proposed budget for Program delivery for 201 1-2012 is detailed in Table 1-3. 

1,242 0.15 1,035 4.0 Refrigerator 
Recycling 

Freezer f '942 0.11 I $35 I PerUnit I 115 1 115 1 3.1 
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Program Description 

UNS Electric, Inc. (“UNS Electric” or “Company”) has designed a proposed Energy Efficiency 
Residential Financing Pilot Program (“Program”) to provide customers with the capital needed to make 
cost-effective energy efficiency upgrades to their homes. UNS Electric believes that a two year pilot 
program will allow sufficient time for the Company to evaluate the Program, including participation, 
default rates, and overall value to customers. UNS Electric’s proposed Program elements include: 

a 

a 

e 

a 

a 

e 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

Loan commitment of $1,000,000 per year for two years; this will provide approximately 208 
loans based on an average $4,818 loan amount; 

Loans available only on energy efficiency measures meeting the Commission-required cost- 
effectiveness test; 

Low interest rates provided by a combination of an interest rate buy-down and a 10% loan loss 
reserve account; 

Limited customer exposure to default risk (10% of the loan commitment); 

Funding provided through an approved demand-side management (“DSM’) surcharge charged to 
residential customers; 

Affordable residential financing for energy efficiency measures; 

Convenient customer access to and repayment of the financing; 

Standard finance product offering for all eligible, approved borrowers; 

Leveraged financing; 

Accurate Truth-in-Lending notifications and billing to customers provided by an experienced 
third party lender; and 

Community involvement in forming and marketing the Program. 

UNS Electric also requests Commission direction on the level of impact for residential customers. 
Depending on the Commission direction, UNS Electric proposes to increase the DSM Surcharge 
residential customers by one of three levels during the first year of the two year pilot program. 

a $1,000,000 in funding with no interest rate buy-down would require $0.0003per kwh to fund the 
Program. The average annual cost to each residential customer would be $3.49; 

$1,000,000 in funding with a 2% interest rate buy-down would require $0.0005 per kWh to fund 
the Program. The average annual cost to each residential customer would be $4.91; 

$1,000,000 in funding with a 3% interest rate buy-down would require $0.0005 per kWh to fund 
the Program. The average annual cost to each residential customer would be $5.59. 

Of note, UNS Gas, Inc. (“UNS Gas”) (a related entity to UNS Electric), requested a program nearly 
identical to the one requested herein for UNS Electric. The UNS Gas program was approved in ACC 
Decision No. 72062 (January 6, 2011). In that decision, the Commission opted for the 2% interest rate 
buy-down option. Based on that decision, UNS Electric recommends the 2% buy-down option, yet 
provides throughout this application all three buy-down options for the Commission’s consideration. 
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The second year surcharge for the Program is expected to decrease slightly as the second year costs for 
the program will be lower. Details are shown in section 1.17, Table 1-6 below. 

Program - Obiectives and Rationale 

UNS Electric believes that the Program’s financing options to help cover the costs of energy efficiency 
measures will improve customer participation in energy efficiency programs and expand the pool of 
customers that can afford to participate in those programs. Although other vendors offer financing for 
their own individual products, the Program’s comprehensive approach to home energy upgrades cuts 
across several potential products and includes efficiency measures not traditionally financed, such as air 
and duct sealing. 

Prior to designing the Program, UNS Electric developed key objectives for the Company’s 
implementation of a financing program. Three objectives stood out from the rest as fundamental in order 
for UNS Electric to provide a financing option: 

0 The program design must eliminate the utility from any Truth-in-Lending Law regulation 
implications; 

The program must provide a reasonable amount of funds at a reasonable interest rate and with a 
low initial investment; and 

Energy efficiency measures that qualify for UNS Electric financing must have met the 
Commission’s cost-effectiveness test. 

0 

0 

With these objectives, UNS Electric hired Harcourt Brown Energy and Finance (“Harcourt Brown”) to 
assist with the evaluation, negotiations, and design of the Program. UNS Electric, with guidance from 
Harcourt Brown, selected a Third Party Financing model secured by a combination of a 10% loan loss 
reserve account and an interest rate buy-down, all funded from the DSM Surcharge, as the best program 
offering. 

Target Market 

The target market for this Program is any residential customer in UNS Electric’s service territory who 
owns their home. Financing is available for installation of approved and cost effective DSM energy 
efficiency measures. 

Program Eligibility 

Eligible properties include single-family (1 to 4 unit), owner-occupied homes. 

Current Baseline Conditions 

The primary program available for comparison is offered through Fannie Mae. Fannie Mae utilizes an 
unsecured loan program structured in a similar manner to UNS Electric’s. Fannie Mae’s base interest rate 
is 14.99% compared to the 7.99% to 9.99% available through the UNS Electric Program. The programs 
offered by Arizona Public Service and Southwest Gas Company are expected to have base interest rates 
of 6.5% to 8.5%. 

2 
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Products and Services 

Harcourt Brown evaluated the following parameters before recommending the most beneficial program to 
UNS Electric: 

0 sources of capital; 

interest rates; 

0 loan terms; 

loan types and amounts; 

0 risk management; 

0 program integration; 

0 easeof use; 

0 repayment billing; and 

0 equitable funding. 

UNS Electric and Harcourt Brown considered several financing models and completed discussions with 
numerous entities nationwide before determining the most beneficial financing model for customers. The 
model selected by UNS Electric uses AFC First (“AFC” or “Lender”) as the third party lender. Capital 
resources are provided by the Pennsylvania Treasury (“PA Treasury”) with loans leveraged by a loss 
reserve account as well as the possibility of a small interest rate buy-down. All funding will be provided 
by a DSM Surcharge applied to residential customers of UNS Electric. 

The Program will offer energy efficiency loans to UNS Electric customers who are seeking financing for 
the energy efficiency improvements to their homes. Loan proceeds can be used for energy efficiency 
measures that have been approved by the Commission. 

The Program is designed to provide an equitable and comprehensive approach to the financing of energy 
efficiency improvements in existing homes. UNS Electric is proposing $2,000,000 in overall loan 
commitments to this Program for two consecutive years as a pilot program. UNS Electric believes the 
size of this loan commitment is sufficient based on the number of customers in its service territory and the 
limited DSM energy efficiency measures available. 
UNS Electric evaluated the customer impact of three levels of funding, as shown in 

Table 1-1 below. UNS Electric assumed an average loan size of $4,818 and a maximum term of 12 years 
in these calculations. Actual amounts will vary by loan size and terms. 

Table 1-1. Fundine Levels and Cost to Customer 
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* Assumes average loan size $4,818 

** Assumes maximum 12 year term 

*** Year 2 Costs reduced due to lower cost for marketing materials and contractor training 

Note: UNS Electric proposes that the DSM Surcharge necessary to fund this program be collected only 
from residential customers, as the loan instruments described are restricted to residential customers. 

$443,918 I 813,795,407 1 $0.0005 1 79,483 I 10,239 f $5.59 

Program Funding and Terms 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The proposed Program operates as follows: 

AFC will be the Lender that originates and services the Program loans. AFC has committed to 
make loans according to basic underwriting terms, including approving borrowers with a Fair 
Isaac Corporation (“FICO’) credit score of 640 or higher. Borrowers may be granted up to 12 
years repayment; though interest rates are currently to be determined, UNS Electric has secured a 
verbal commitment that rates will be between 7.99% and 9.99%. Interest rates will not vary due 
to loan size, term, or credit score and there will be no prepayment penalty. 

Additional terms will be contractually delineated between AFC and UNS Electric. Final rates 
and availability will be determined prior to program commencement. 

PA Treasury will contract with AFC to purchase the Program loans from AFC. The interest rates, 
loan terms, underwriting criteria and other relevant characteristics of the loans that PA Treasury 
will purchase will be contractually delineated. Final rates and availability will be determined by 
October 1,2010. 

4 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

UNS Electric will set aside funds through a loan loss reserve account (10% of committed loan 
value) and/or an interest rate buy-down account. The loss reserve agreement will be negotiated 
with the PA Treasury. 

AFC’s loan capital will be replenished from the proceeds of UNS Electric’s sale of Program loans 
to the PA Treasury, thereby enabling AFC to make new loans. 

The PA Treasury will sell the Program loans to its investors. The proceeds from these sales will 
enable the PA Treasury to make additional loan purchases from AFC. 

UNS Electric’s role in this process will be to provide the loan loss reserve account, to support 
lending, and potentially to buy-down interest rates. Funding will be collected through the DSM 
Surcharge from UNS Electric residential customers. UNS Electric will not service or originate 
the loans. 

Interest Rate Buydown 
The interest rate buy-down referenced above may be necessary to offer a rate competitive with those rates 
offered in other utility financing programs in the State. The programs offered by Arizona Public Service 
and Southwest Gas Company have interest rates ranging from 6.5% to 8.5%. Because the interest rate 
buy-down will result in an additional cost that will be covered through the DSM Surcharge, UNS Electric 
seeks Commission guidance on the final product offering. As previously stated, UNS Electric 
recommends the 2% buy-down option based on the Commission’s decision in the UNS Gas Residential 
Energy Efficiency Financing Pilot Program (ACC Decision No. 72062 (January 6, 201 1) , yet provides 
the data for all three options for the Commission’s consideration in this matter. The cost of the interest 
rate buy-down will depend on (1) the market interest rate, (2) the target interest rate, (3) the loan amounts, 
and (4) the loan term. Table 1-3 illustrates two potential scenarios regarding the interest rate buy-down 
cost on a per-loan basis. The interest rate buy-down costs will be in addition to the costs shown in Error! 
Reference source not found. above. 

Table 1-3. Interest Rate Buv-Down Costs 

Loan Terms 
UNS Electric has worked with many lenders to develop the best loan terms for its customers. Optimal 
repayment terms, interest rates, fees, and application processes have been at the forefront of discussions. 
However, UNS Electric cannot dictate to any lender the package of terms they must offer. The terms 
must be negotiated and beneficial to both the lender and the customer, and meet various standards set 
forth by bank regulators. The loan terms available under the Program are as follows: 

. Buydown 6.99% 1 $45 - $50 
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As demonstrated in Table 1-4, the payment amount based on the estimated average loan size does not 
fluctuate greatly between an interest rate of 4.99% and 9.99% ($45 to $58 per month). As the loan size 
increases to the maximum ($15,000), the payment spread widens from $139 per month to $179 per month 
at these same rates. UNS Electric is looking for guidance from the Commission to decide whether or not 
the benefit of the payment savings to these individual customers offsets the buy-down fee charged to all 
residential customers. As with other DSM Programs, low-income customers will be excluded from the 
DSM Surcharge. 

Credit Underwriting 

Limited credit standards will be used by the Lender in its underwriting process. Loan approval is granted 
based on FICO credit scores of 640 and above, debt-to-income ratios of 50% or less, and proof of income. 
These lower credit scores allow far greater participation for UNS Electric residential customers than 
products offered by most other lenders. 

Application and Approval Process 

The application and approval process is designed to be simple, easily accessible and convenient to all, as 
shown on the following page. 

0 

0 

0 

Customers can call a 1-800 telephone number to apply and receive loan approval; or 

Applications can be filled out during the visit with the contractor; or 

Loan applications will be available on the UNS Electric website; and 

Loan approvals will occur within 20 minutes to 48 hours of making the application. 

With the help of community-action groups as well as contractor marketing and UNS Electric marketing, 
the Company believes that Program loan funds will be fully used each year. At this time, the only 
approved residential energy efficiency measures for the UNS Electric territory are the high-efficiency air 
conditioner and heat pump exchange, duct sealing, air sealing, ceiling insulation and window fildshade 
screens. The anticipated participation discussed herein is based on the assumed participation in the 
Existing Homes Program approved by the Commission in Decision No. 72024 (December 10,2010). 
While loan sizes are likely to vary, UNS Electric estimates that 620customers will choose to participate in 
the Existing Homes Program. UNS Electric further estimates that only a percentage of those participants 
will install each energy efficiency measure. Details of the UNS Electric methodology to determine the 
average loan size are demonstrated in Table 1-5. With the $1,000,000 loan commitment each year 
available through the Program, approximately 208 loans could be made in the service territory assuming 
an average loan size of $4,818. If the average loan size is smaller than this estimate, the number of loans 
will increase proportionately. 
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Average Loan Size per 
Customer $4,8 18 

Delivery Strategy, Incentive Processing and Administration 

The strategy for Program delivery and administration is as follows: 
0 Coordination between the Lender and UNS Electric on all fund transfers will be managed in- 

house by a single UNS Electric Program Manager; 

The Program Manager will also provide overall management, marketing oversight, planning 
tracking of customer and contractor participation; and 

The Program Manager will coordinate all activities necessary to develop application forms 
contractor training. 

0 

0 

Key partnering relationships will include: 

0 Community interest groups; 
0 HVAC, insulation, and air sealing contractors trained in Program procedures; and 

and 

and 

0 The Arizona Energy Office, community colleges, or other industry experts to provide training, 
education and awareness. 

The Program will use contractors initially recruited for the Existing Homes Program, encouraging them to 
promote UNS Electric financing when working with customers. UNS Electric will provide an orientation 
of the Program which will outline Program requirements and contractors responsibilities as well as 
discuss reporting and data collection procedures. Contractors interested in participating in the Program 
must attend the orientation. 

Program Marketing and Communication Strategy 

UNS Electric will provide Program marketing and customer outreach and awareness through a range of 
strategies including: 

Promotions on the UNS Electric website about the benefits of purchasing high-efficiency 
equipment and home performance measures; 

Promotion through contractors and through community interest groups; 

0 

0 
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Providing information through UNS Electric’s customer care center; 

Developing marketing pieces including brochures and other collateral pieces to promote the 
benefits of qualifying equipment, air sealing and duct sealing, and the financing program 
available to fund those measures; and 

Training and seminars for participating trade allies and contractors. 0 

The advertising campaign will communicate that high-efficiency systems and home performance 
measures will help reduce customer energy bills, provide equal or better comfort conditions, and are 
beneficial for the environment. 

Program Implementation Schedule 

The PA Treasury has assured Harcourt Brown that funding for the Program is available. UNS Electric 
will continue working with AFC and the PA Treasury on preparation of contracts, agreements, and other 
documents as we await Commission approval. UNS Electric estimates the Program could commence 
within 30 to 60 days of receiving Commission approval. 

Measurement. Evaluation and Research Plan 
UNS Electric will adopt an integrated data collection strategy designed to provide a quality data resource 
for Program tracking, management, and evaluation. This approach will entail the following primary 
activities: 

0 Database management: As part of Program operation, UNS Electric will request the Lender to 
provide the necessary data elements to populate the tracking database and provide periodic 
reporting; and 

Data collection: UNS Electric will establish systems to collect the data needed to support 
effective Program management, transfer of funds from UNS Electric to the loan loss reserve 
accounts, reporting, and evaluation. 

0 

Quality Assurance and Control 

Due to the risks inherent with this type of program, quality assurance and control will be a daily function 
of the Program Manager. In order to protect its customer’s interests, UNS Electric plans to collect loan 
information prior to and after each loan closing, as it believes the best time to correct a mistake or avoid 
fraud is prior to the loan being funded. The information collected will not be used by UNS Electric to 
approve the credit-worthiness of a borrower, but will be reviewed to: 1) ensure that each loan falls within 
what has been approved by the Commission; 2) that Commission-approved measures are the only items 
being financed by the loan; and 3) that the loan proceeds are for work being performed by an approved 
contractor. Additionally, each signed Promissory Note and Disbursement Sheet along with a copy of the 
disbursement check will be collected to verify the loan was closed and funded as presented to UNS 
Electric. 

Additional steps to keep a tight control on the portfolio are the requirements of daily, weekly and monthly 
reporting. Daily reporting will include daily viewing access to the Loan Loss Reserve Account, and 
notification of any defaults and charge offs. Lender will also provide UNS Electric a past-due report on a 
weekly basis. Monthly reporting will be more extensive, with a full portfolio report provided to UNS 
Electric. The monthly portfolio report will include the information UNS Electric will need for accurate 
reporting and control of the Program. A monthly reconciled statement for the Loan Loss Reserve 
Account will also be required. 

8 
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Program Costs and Benefits 

Three possible budgets are detailed in Table 1-6. Potential budgets depend on whether or not a buy-down 
approach is used. An estimate of lost revenue resulting from installation of energy efficiency measures 
installed as a result of the Program has been included as a component of the Annual Budget. 

Table 1-6. Two Year Pilot Proeram Budget 
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UNS Electric Loss Revenue r - 

Upon maturity of the first set of loans (maximum of 12 years into the Program), the amount collected 
through the DSM surcharge for the next year will be reduced. At that point, the loan loss reserve account 
associated with the loans from the first year will be returned to the Program. The amount returned will 
equal the initial amount funded into the loan loss reserve account, plus interest accrued on the account, 
less any loan losses sustained. 

There is no direct benefit or savings from a residential financing program, but the total DSM Portfolio 
Cost for UNS Electric will increase as a result of offering the Program. However the indirect benefit and 
savings is measured at the program level where individual energy efficiency measures are included. UNS 
Electric believes the availability of financing for the Existing Homes Program will increase participation, 
and thus increase the resulting societal benefits and savings reported in the program. 

To compare the estimated annual savings to the estimated annual payments for the three buy-down 
scenarios (no buy-down, 2% buy-down and 3% buy-down) UNS Electric provided examples of the 
customer benefit and savings from two likely scenarios from participation in the Existing Homes 
Program. This information is included in Table 1-7. As set forth in Example 1 of Table 1-7 anticipated 
savings would be less than estimated loan payments using a 2% or 3% buy-down. However, Example 2 
demonstrates that with a lower loan size, the savings would be greater than the annual loan payments. 
This example demonstrates how the Program could result in cost savings to some customers, but that 
UNS Electric cannot guarantee cost savings to all customers. 

According to Commission Staff, societal cost tests are not applicable to a residential financing program. 
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Program Description 

Building energy codes are widely recognized as a relatively simple, cost-effective means of achieving 
substantial energy savings that will accrue over the lifetime of new and renovated buildings. However, 
barriers to the effective implementation of improved building energy codes in Arizona exist. UNS 
Electric, Inc. (“UNS Electric”) believes the Energy Codes Enhancement Program (“ECEP”) will reduce 
energy consumption in its service territory and help improve compliance with existing building energy 
codes. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

The objective of the Program is to increase energy savings in new construction and renovated buildings in 
both the residential and commercial sectors through efforts to: 1) improve levels of compliance with 
existing building energy codes, and 2) support and inform periodic energy code updates as warranted by 
changing market conditions. 

As a “home rule” state, building codes vary greatly across local jurisdictions. Many code officials lack the 
time, knowledge and resources necessary to effectively enforce existing codes, and to stay current on 
market trends that may warrant gradual code updates over time. These challenges are particularly 
pronounced during current economic conditions. Building design and construction professionals also may 
be confused about certain code requirements and could likely benefit from additional education and 
training. 

In jurisdictions that currently lack a building code of any sort, public officials could benefit from 
information and assistance in developing and advocating the adoption of a building code. 

Following is a list of the primary barriers in this market and the program elements addressing those 
barriers: 

9 Pmicipation on committees and collaboration 
with relevant stakeholders to promote exchange of . Lack of knowledge and resources to facilitate compliance with 

existing codes 
I 

9 

Inconsistency in codes across the state 

Lack of resources to advocate for adoption of new codes 

9 Trainings for code officials and the building 
community 

Advocacy in support of adopting new codes, as 
appropriate 

Target Market 

Program staff will collaborate with: 1) local entities responsible for energy code compliance and 
enforcement, and approving code changes (e.g., public officials, committees, city councils, etc.), and 2) 
regional and national organizations that track market trends and can inform provide insight into best 
practices for energy code improvements and enforcement. Trainings to promote code compliance would 
target local code officials, building design professionals (e.g., engineers, architects and specifiers, builders 
and contractors.) 

1 
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Program Eligibility 

A calculation methodology to apportion energy savings attribution from energy codes will be developed 
that satisfies the Arizona Corporation Commission (“Commission”) requirements.’ 

Current Baseline Conditions 

Arizona is a “home rule” state with no mandatory state-wide energy efficiency code. However, many 
counties and cities have adopted an energy efficiency code, most often the 2006 International Energy 
Conservation Code (“IECC”). 

Products and Services 

The ECEP will strive to maximize energy savings through adherence to local building energy codes 
across the local jurisdictions within the utility service area. The program will employ a variety of tactics 
aimed at: 1) improving levels of compliance with existing building energy codes, and 2) supporting and 
informing periodic updates to energy codes as warranted by changing market conditions. Specific 
program activities will depend on the market needs expressed by local code officials. Activities are likely 
to include a combination of efforts to: 

0 

Better prepare code officials and building professionals to adhere to existing standards; 

Provide data and market insight to document the specific local benefits of code enforcement, and 
inform energy code changes over time; 

Ensure utility incentive programs align well with local energy codes; 

Collaborate with relevant stakeholders to help build a more robust community working to 
advance strong and effective building energy codes across the local jurisdictions within UNS 
Electric and UNS Gas, Inc.; 

Advocate for energy code updates over time. 

0 

0 

0 

Deliverv Strategy, Incentive Processing and Administration 

Program activities will be selected based on research into effective approaches implemented in leading 
jurisdictions (e.g., California and Massachusetts), as well as feedback from local code officials, and 
municipal leaders in locations that currently lack building codes. Once program activities are selected, 
program staff will maintain a consistent level of activity and engagement with relevant stakeholders. 

Key elements of the implementation strategy may include: 

0 Supporting local energy code adoption through participation in energy code adoption committees 
for both minimum energy code requirements, and voluntary “stretch codes” (such as LEED and 
other sustainable/green codes 

Providing technical support to code adoption committees (e.g., benefit cost analysis of potential 
code updates, research and information sharing related to the market penetration of particular 
energy efficient technologies) 

Providing public testimony in support of code adoption before city councils 

Ensuring that ongoing DSM programs align well with energy code requirements 

0 

0 

0 

Arizona Corporation Commission; Docket No. RE-OOOOOC-09-0427, Decision No. 71436 issued December 16, 2009, p. 8. 
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0 Providing funding and / or other resources to better equip local code agencies to enforce and 
improve energy code compliance over time. Program staff may select a set of jurisdictions to 
receive a higher level of assistance on an annual basis. This will help increase the level of impact 
on those target communities with a high likelihood for producing the greatest amount of 
incremental savings. Support provided to these target jurisdictions may include activities such as: 

o classroom training sessions for code officials, and building professionals (architects, 
engineers, specifiers, builders and contractors) 

o brown bag training sessions for code officials, and building professionals a their places of 
business via a circuit rider 

field training sessions for code officials and building professionals 

purchasing energy code books for officials that currently lack such resources 

supporting energy code-related certifications for code officials 

conducting energy code compliance assessments by 2017 to fulfill ARRA requirements to 
demonstrate 90% energy code compliance (this could be done in coordination with energy 
efficiency program MER activities) 

Collaborating with the Southwest Energy Efficiency Project ("SWEEP') and other regional 
groups to support research on and adoption of building codes and equipment standards. 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

UNS Electric staff will be responsible for administering the program. Staff required to implement the 
program include one-quarter of a full-time-equivalent ("FTE') staff person at a middle management level, 
and one-quarter FTE junior staff person. Responsibilities for these staff will include coordination, 
planning and implementation of all program activities. Measurement, evaluation and research ("MER") 
activities would be conducted by a third-party contractor. 

Program Marketing and Communication Strategv 

Key elements of the marketing strategy will include: 

0 Direct outreach to local code officials and to other local officials drawing on industry association 
contact lists (e.g., the International Code Council), and networks of municipal leaders. 

Participation in committees conducting activities related to building code enhancement. 

Communications with other UNS Electric energy efficiency program implementation staff in 
order to cross-market across programs. 

Easy-to-locate information posted on UNS Electric's website. 

0 

0 

Program Implementation Schedule 

Upon Program approval by the Commission, UNS Electric plans to immediately engage stakeholders in 
assessing energy code requirements and compliance status, as well as indentifying best avenues for 
energy code enhancement throughout the service territory. 
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Measurement, Evaluation, and Research Plan 

All evaluation activities will be conducted by UNS Electric's MER contractor. An integrated evaluation 
approach will be taken that includes the following components: 

0 addressing evaluation at the onset of Program design and collecting evaluation data as part of 
Program administration; 

assessing and documenting baseline conditions; 

establishing tracking metrics, especially baseline energy code compliance per major local 
jurisdiction; 

developing and refining deemed savings methodologies for estimating program savings from 
energy code enhancement and adoption activities; and 

conducting primary and secondary research as part of the impact and process evaluations. 

0 

0 

0 

The overall goal of the impact evaluation will be to develop savings methodologies for estimating savings 
from more stringent energy code adoption and increased energy code compliance rates in both the 
residential and commercial sectors. 

Process related evaluation activities will review utility energy code promotion implementation strategies 
and seek to identify ways to improve program delivery and market adoption of more aggressive 
residential and commercial energy codes. Self-report surveys with key stakeholders (code officials, 
builders, architects, etc.) as well as on-site verification of a sample of new construction projects will be 
used to assess program awareness, barriers to participation, participant satisfaction, and other process 
efficiency issues. Interviews will also be conducted with Program managers and the implementation 
contractor. These surveys will be enhanced by collecting market data and assessing trends. Wherever it 
is practical and appropriate, evaluation activities will be conducted in conjunction with other utilities and 
agencies in the state to efficiently utilize resources and help ensure consistency. 

Oualitv Assurance and Control 
0 The energy codes enhancement program will seek to be an additional informational resource to 

assist code officials, architects, engineers, builders, contractors, and other stakeholders with 
technical guidance with respect to energy code adoption and compliance activities. 

0 Utility staff will seek to further strengthen existing contacts with code officials, architects, 
engineers, builders, contractors, and other stakeholders to advance energy code upgrades and 
greater levels of energy code compliance, which will include occasional on-site verification 
visits, especially for those projects receiving utility incentives for efficiency upgrades. 

For any utility sponsored energy code training classes, participant satisfaction surveys will be 
issued as a standard feature of the class. 

All Program data tracking will be performed by the Program implementer and reported to the 
utility monthly. 

The Program evaluation process (described above) will provide an additional level of quality 
assurance for the Program. 

0 
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Program Costs and Benefits 

Energy savings from this program will be determined after the impact evaluation is approved and completed. The overall goal of 
the impact evaluation will be to develop savings methodologies for estimating savings from more stringent code adoption and 
increased code compliance rates in both the residential and commercial sectors. 
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Program Description 

Multifamily housing has traditionally been a difficult sector to reach for utility Demand-Side 
Management (“DSM’) programs. These buildings represent huge efficiency potential and also substantial 
barriers to implementation. The major barriers include split incentives, lack of capital, and lack of 
knowledge/awareness of the benefits of energy efficiency improvements. Further complicating matters, 
multifamily housing is defined differently by different by different entities. Properties with 2-4 dwelling 
units typically fall under residential financing guidelines and the decisions makers are usually individuals. 
Larger properties with 5 dwelling units or more typically fall under commercial lending guidelines and 
decision-makers (at least for larger complexes) are typically corporate, institutional, or trusts (e.g., Real 
Estate Investment Trusts). As such, the decision making process and access to capital varies between 
these two market segments. With this distinction in mind, the 2-4 unit market segment can be best served 
by the residential Home Performance with ENERGY STAR@ Program, and the 5+ Multifamily Housing 
market segment will be served by the new commercial Multifamily Efficiency Program. 

In order to encourage energy efficiency upgrades in new construction, major renovation and rehabilitation 
projects, as well as, energy efficiency retrofits of existing structures, the program will initially offer the 
following delivery tracks: 

0 

0 

A direct installation of selected low cost energy efficiency improvements in existing complexes. 

Common area energy efficiency improvements in existing complexes will be handled through the 
Small Business Direct Install Existing Facilities Program. 

As the program develops and matures, UNS Electric, Inc. (“UNS Electric”) will examine a third track for 
encouraging more comprehensive dwelling unit energy efficiency improvements in existing complexes 
that are not part of major renovationhehabilitation projects. 

With these delivery options to choose from property owners and managers have a variety of solutions to 
fit their needs. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

Other utilities around the country are offering energy efficiency programs in an effort to capture some of 
the savings potential in the multifamily housing market including San Diego Gas and Electric, Southern 
California Edison, Pacific Gas and Electric, Austin Energy, Puget Sound Energy and others. Many of 
these programs offer similar incentives and delivery options to the program proposed by UNS Electric, 
and the major renovatiodrehabilitation track is well aligned with the ENERGY STAR’ Multifamily 
Homes program. By delivering this program with a focus on reducing key market barriers and targeting 
key decision makers, this program can contribute significantly to the achievement of UNS Electric’s 
DSM program energy savings goals by lowering energy usage in multifamily housing complexes. 

The objectives of the program are to: 
0 

0 

Reduce peak demand and overall energy consumption in the multifamily housing market segment 

Promote energy efficiency retrofits of both dwelling units and common areas in this market 
segment 

Increase overall awareness about the importance and benefits of energy efficiency improvements 
to the landlord and property ownership community 

Help meet the energy savings targets of the UNS Electric DSM program portfolio 

0 

0 

1 
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Target Market 

The Multifamily Housing Efficiency Program will be promoted to residential rental properties with five 
or more units. The focus of marketing, outreach and incentives will be the property owners or managers. 
A primary emphasis will be placed on larger and older, less efficient complexes. This program is being 
designed to mimic the UNS Electric program as many of the large rental property owners are the same in 
Phoenix as in Tucson 

Program Eligibility 

All existing multifamily housing complexes and new construction projects within UNS Electric service 
territory with 5 dwelling units or more are eligible for the program. The program promotes energy 
efficiency improvements in both dwelling units and common areas. Eligible projects include new 
construction, acquisition renovation and rehabilitation projects, and energy efficiency retrofits to existing 
facilities. Eligible facilities include apartment complexes, and common areas of apartment and 
condominium complexes. All UNS Electric customers who are property owners of existing residential 
multifamily complexes or developers of new complexes with five or more dwelling units are eligible for 
the program. 

Current Baseline Conditions 

The energy efficiency potential in the multifamily housing market remains largely untapped and 
represents significant efficiency potential for the UNS Electric program portfolio. Due to various market 
barriers, such as split incentives, capital constraints, and lack of awareness, energy efficiency 
improvements typically fall far below other types of improvements on the priority list. Thus, multifamily 
housing units are often very energy inefficient. Although the current rebate programs offer some 
opportunities for energy efficiency improvements in this market, primarily through the Efficient Products 
and Residential HVAC Programs, there is not a comprehensive offering that addresses the unique needs 
of this market. Through the direct installation, and renovatiodrehabilitation implementation framework, 
this program seeks to fill this important gap in the UNS Electric program portfolio and provide substantial 
energy savings. 

Products and Services 
This program will be delivered a direct installation approach in order to encourage energy efficiency 
upgrades in existing complexes: 

Delivery to be through a direct installation effort, focusing on the implementation of CFL 
lighting, faucet aerators, and low flow showerheads in existing dwelling units. The installation 
will be no cost to the owner, and the program will pay the full cost of product installation. The 
installation can be completed either through the facility’s existing maintenance or management 
personnel or via a program authorized installation contractor. Common area energy efficiency 
improvements in existing complexes will be handled through the Solutions For Business Existing 
Facilities Program. 

As the program develops and matures, UNS Electric will examine a third track for encouraging more 
comprehensive dwelling unit energy efficiency improvements in existing complexes that are not part of 
major renovatiodrehabilitation projects. 
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Program - Marketing and Communication Strategy 

Marketing and communications strategies will include notifying apartment managers and owners through 
updates to website; local newspapers and radio; bill messages and bill inserts; training seminars; call 
center on-hold messages; direct mail promotion; outreach to rental housing industry associations; and 
work with contractors and industry specialists. 

Pro pram Implementation Schedule 

To be implemented beginning in 2012. 

Delivery Strategv Incentive Processing, and Administration 

The direct installation and rehabilitationhew construction components of the program will be delivered 
by an implementation contractor. Installation contractors will be managed and quality assurance will be 
maintained by the implementation contractor. 

Measurement Evaluation and Research Plan 
The Measurement, evaluation, and research (‘‘MER’) team will develop a MER research plan and 
conduct annual evaluation research on the achievements of this program. 

Quality Assurance and Control 

On-site inspections of at least 10% of all participating facilities will be made by the implementation 
contractors. 

Program Costs and Benefits 

ES Integral CFL $2 I Perbulb 1 - f 4,000 1 31.6 

Showerheads - 

Faucet Aerators 
- Electric Only 9o o.ol 
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Table 1-3. Environmental Benefits 

2011 ! - H. - ] - - I -  _ _ _  
2012 1 334 0.05 0.00 2,296 0.32 0.01 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

7 

Resources 

San Diego Gas and Electric- 
http://www .sdge.com/documents/residential/2009applicationmultifamily.pdf 

Southern California Edison - http://www .sce.com/NR/rdonlyres/49780CB4-30CB -4E03-9DFO- 
586BOAD6DEDF/0/2009-Mul tifami1yRebateApp.pdf 

Southern California Edison. Multifamily Energy Efficiency Rebate Program. Program 2502, 
2006. 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company- 
http://www .pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/shared/saveenergymoney/rebates/O8~residential~applianc 
e.pdf 

U.S. EPS ENERGY STAR@ Program - 
http://www.enerp;ystar.rrov/index.cfm'?c=multifaln housinn.hus multifarn housing 

Austin Energy - 
http://w ww .amtinenergy .conl/Energy~,20Efficienc~/Prorrrams/Rebates/Co1~rnerc ial/Mul ti- 
Familv%20Pro~erties/index.htm 

Puget Sound Energy 
http://w ww .ose.com/solutior~s/forhusiriess/Paees/comMuli~arniIyWeather.aspx 
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ProgJam Description 

UNS Electric, Inc.’s (“UNS Electric” or “Company”) Bid for Efficiency Pilot Program (“Pilot” or 
“Program”) is designed to take an innovative approach to energy efficiency (“EE’) by using elements of 
competition and the potential for high rewards to enhance customer interest. The Bid for Efficiency 
(“BFE”) concept involves the following: 1) customers or project sponsors develop projects aimed at 
aggregating savings ; 2) applicants submit bids identifying projected energy savings and specifying the 
requested incentive in $/kWh; 3) UNS Electric selects winning applicants based on specified criteria. The 
BFE concept is an innovative approach that is being successfully deployed in other jurisdictions. There 
are several market specific conditions that will determine the effectiveness for UNS Electric and so UNS 
Electric is proposing the BFE as a two year pilot program. 

BFE participants and project sponsors may include commercial customers, ESCOs or other aggregators 
who organize proposals that involve multiple sites. The Pilot addresses customer market barriers such as 
small savings levels at multiple sites, longer payback periods and organizing implementation contractors 
(“IC”) and it offers a simplified application process, Results will be verified through Measurement and 
Verification (,‘M&V”) activity. 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

BFE encourages customers and project sponsors to think holistically regarding energy systems, and to 
develop projects designed to optimize system energy use rather than considering the energy usage of each 
individual piece of equipment. Customers or project sponsors develop their project and then bid 
competitively for incentives within broad program guidelines developed by UNS Electric. 

By encouraging a systems approach to energy efficiency, the Pilot would provide an incentive for 
participants to use potentially multiple EE approaches at one or several sites simultaneously. UNS 
Electric will encourage customers to think outside the box in submitting bids for EE projects. 
UNS Electric’s implementation goals for the Program are as follows: 

0 

0 

Ensure projects are submitted, approved, implemented and verified in a timely manner; 

Allow each project to be customer-driven; responsibility will be placed on customer (or project 
sponsor) to select appropriate trade and professional allies to design and implement the project 
and to prepare the incentive application; 

Encourage implementation of multi-measures for comprehensive projects; and 

Encourage aggregated applications that involve implementation at multiple sites. 

0 

0 

Target Market 

Initially, the Pilot’s outreach will focus on market segments with significant savings potential, unique 
load or energy savings characteristics, and those that require specialized delivery or support services. The 
target market consists primarily of larger customers and customer groups that may include grocery stores, 
convenience stores, or data centers, business sectors that have historically been hard to reach. 

Electric loads may be aggregated among multiple facilities to meet the kWh threshold. The minimum 
target electric energy reduction amount per proposal is 200,000 kWh in first-year savings. 
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Program Eligibility 

Any entity, customer, or project sponsor meeting the application requirements of achieving the minimum 
target electric energy reduction amount per proposal of 200,000 kWh in first-year savings may 
participate. Eligible project sponsors may include, but are not limited to UNS Electric customers, Energy 
Service Companies, and engineering firms. Any third-party project sponsor must submit their application 
with the consent and support of the indentified UNS Electric customer. 

To provide participants maximum flexibility in identifying potential projects, the Program will not 
explicitly specify eligible measures. However, measures must meet the following requirements: 

0 Produce a measurable and verifiable reduction in energy consumption; 

Produce savings through an increase in energy efficiency or better utilization of energy through 
improved production equipment or controls; 

Be installed in a retrofit application; 

Have a useful life of five years or greater; and 

Prove cost-effective using the Societal Cost Test (applies to total project including all measures). 

0 

0 

Examples of eligible measures are listed in the following table. Project sponsors are free to propose 
measures not included in the table, as long as the above requirements are met. 

................................................................................... Replacing motors with NEMA Premium@ efficiency motors .................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................. 
Variable-speed drive installations 
Lighting system upgrades 
Compressed air system improvements 
Energy management and control systems .......................................................................................................................................................... 

W A C  system improvements 
Chiller and refrigeration ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................O� system improvements 
Heat recovery systems 
Efficient transformers 
Process changes that improve energy efficiency 
Industrial heat pumps 
Control upgrades resulting ....................................................................................................................... in improved energy efficiency 

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ......................................................................................................................................... ............................... 

...................................... ...... ._ ............................................................................. _ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................�� 

............................................................................ .I ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................p� 

........................................................................................................... _ " ................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................¼� 

...................................... - .. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................º� 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................š� 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........_ ............................................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................� 

............ ............................................. ^ _ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Current Baseline Conditions 

Programs similar to the one proposed have been offered by other utilities including Mid-American 
Company, Iowa; San Diego Gas & Electric, California; WPPI Energy, Wisconsin; and Xcel Energy, 
Colorado and Minnesota. Experiences of those utilities to date indicate that the BIF concept has a high 
degree of effectiveness in producing energy savings. 
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Products and Services 

The key "product" offered by the Program is a performance-based incentive offered to winning bidders. 
UNS Electric will market the Program to customers and trade allies and will select winning bidders on a 
quarterly basis. UNS Electric will provide pre- and post-installation metering. The sequence of 
implementation activities is presented in the following section. 

Delivery Strategy, Incentive Processing, and Administration 

The following implementation process is proposed for the program: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

7. 

8. 

UNS Electric, and or its IC, will advertise Bid for Efficiency Pilot to customers and trade allies. 

Customers/trade allies will submit bids for their EE projects. 

UNS Electric/IC will evaluate projects and make awards. 

UNS Electric/IC will perform pre-installation metering. 

Customer will implement proposed project. 

UNS Electric will pay 50% of the incentive amount prior to installation. 

UNS Electric/IC will perform post-installation metering. 

UNS Electric will pay the remaining incentive amount based on actual M&V energy savings 
(based on first year of operation). 

Program Marketing and Communication Strategy 

UNS Electric will promote the Bid for Efficiency Pilot Program through direct promotion to key 
customers and aggregators. UNS Electric, and/or its IC, also may conduct informational meetings with 
potential participants and project sponsors to explain the program rules and encourage participation. 

Initially, program outreach will be focused on market segments with significant savings potential, unique 
load or energy savings characteristics and the need for specialized delivery or support services including: 

0 Grocery stores 

0 Convenience stores 

0 Data centers 

Program Implementation Schedule 

UNS Electric proposes to implement the Program as a pilot during the 201 1 through 2013 timeframe. 
Pilot results will be evaluated in 2013. If the market response and measure savings indicate the Program is 
cost effective, and achieving substantial savings, the Company will include the full program offering in its 
2014 EE Plan. 

3 
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Measurement. Evaluation, and Research Plan 
Upon receipt of a project's pre-installation report, the program IC will identify the appropriate M&V 
activities (using either the established protocols for common measures or through direct metering or 
billing analysis for unique projects) and assist the project sponsor in establishing the baseline prior to 
approving the submittal and granting permission to proceed with the installation of the measures. 

Oualitv Assurance and Control 

Re-  and post-installation metering and/or billing analysis will be required of all projects to ensure that 
savings estimates are in line with actual savings produced by projects. Metering activity will adhere to 
standard industry M&V protocols. 

Program - Costs and Benefits 

UNS Electric recommends a budget of $150K beginning in 2011 for Bid for Efficiency. While it is 
unknown exactly what types of projects participants may submit, UNS Electric's analysis of likely energy 
savings projects based on an average incentive of $O.lS/kWh saved results in the estimates shown in the 
table below. Actual results from the Pilot will be used to update these numbers as they become available. 

I I t I 
400,000 36.53 $60,000 2 Customer 

Per 

Bid for 
Efficiency 
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2011 360 0.05 0.00 1 3,597 0.50 0.02 

> 1 719- 0.00 

Participating projects must demonstrate the capability to produce a minimum savings of 200,000 kwh 
during their first year of operation to be eligible for the Program. Individual projects are estimated to 
produce approximately 400,000 kWh of savings during their first year of operation. First-year program- 
wide savings are estimated to be 884,000 kWh. 

The cost effectiveness of each project participating in the Program, and the Program as a whole will be 
assessed using the Societal Cost ("SC") test. 

The cost effectiveness analysis requires estimation of 

0 

0 

Net demand and energy savings attributable to the Program. 

Net incremental cost to the customer of completing the EE project, and of conducting quality 
installation and test and repair activities. 

0 Program administration costs; and 
0 The present value of Program benefits including utility avoided costs over the life of the 

measures. 
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Program Description 

Retro-Commissioning (“RCx”) involves using a systematic approach to identify building equipment or 
processes that are not achieving optimal performance or results in an existing facility. Buildings are not 
always commissioned correctly when first built. Existing buildings also tend to drift away from their 
design points with age, and periodic examination and resetting of those systems is required to run an 
efficient facilities portfolio. Once deficiencies are identified, necessary adjustments can be made to 
produce energy savings along with other key benefits such as improved occupant comfort. Facility 
improvements made in response to RCx efforts are commonly inexpensive to implement and typically 
offer paybacks of less than two years. 

Program Objectives and Rationale 

Some of the major objectives from the Program are to: 

0 Generate significant savings for Demand -Side Management (“DSM’) portfolio objectives by 
tapping into energy savings opportunities present in existing commercial and industrial facilities; 

Develop relationships with commercial and industrial customers leading to other areas of 
participation in UNS Electric, Inc.’s (“UNS Electric” or “Company”) portfolio of DSM programs; 

0 Develop the RCx contractor base; 

0 Promote efficient building operations; 
0 

0 

0 

0 

Lower energy bills for the consumer; 

Longer equipment service life; and 

Fewer service and maintenance calls. 

A 2009 study of retro-commissioning by Lawrence Berkeley National Labs’ (LBNL) looked at 561 RCx 
projects on existing buildings representing almost 100 million square feet of floor space. Median savings 
were 16 percent of the whole building energy costs. ENERGY STAR@ recognizes RCx as a crucial first 
step in increasing energy efficiency in facilities. The Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design 
(“LEED’) certification also recognizes the value in retro-commissioning and offers points towards LEED 
for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance (LEED-EBOM) certification for existing building 
commissioning activities. 

Documented benefits of RCx include, but are not limited to the following: 

0 

0 

0 Increased equipment life 

0 Increased documentation 

0 Facility staff training 

Up to 15% energy savings 

Reduced occupant complaints and improved occupant comfort 

1 ”Building Commissioning A Golden Opportunity for Reducing Energy Costs and Greenhouse Gas Emissions” 
LBNL, July, 2009 
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Tarpet Market 

The Program will target large facilities who receive electric service from UNS Electric. Large office, 
small office, and large retail represent the largest commercial users with lighting, cooling, and ventilation 
representing the largest end uses. This approach is aimed at that market of large commercial customers 
and those end uses. 

Program Eligibilitv 

The following eligibility requirements will apply to the RCx Program: 

0 

0 

The Program is available to commercial andor industrial customers of UNS Electric; and 

For each site there must be at least one meter that is on an eligible rate schedule. 

In order to qualify for the Program, a facility must meet the following criteria: 

0 

0 

Have 100,000 square feet or more of conditioned area; and 

Have a dedicated facility staff. 

Preference will be given to facilities with central heating and cooling plants. 

Current Baseline Conditions 

The primary barriers to more widespread implementation of this cost effective strategy are lack of 
education and information by building operators, lack of qualified workforce and the upfront cost of the 
audit and associated equipment optimization. 

Programs similar to the proposed pilot are being offered by a number of utilities across the nation with 
reputations for achieving success in energy efficiency program offerings. The strategy is proving to be an 
effective means for tapping into energy saving opportunities in existing facilities. 

Products and Services 

In order to maximize the benefits of the Program, the process has been broken down into phases for this 
program. Qualified applicants will be screened for participation prior to being accepted into the program. 
Selected participants will then undergo a three part RCx study. 

0 The first phase is centered on a basic operations and maintenance review to establish the Current 
Facility Requirements (“CFR”) and identify operations and maintenance-related facility 
improvement measures. Facilities may then be accepted into the second phase of investigations 
that are centered on commissioning the systems to ensure that they are able to meet the CFR. 

The second phase is accomplished through functional performance testing and diagnostics of the 
major energy systems serving the facility. 

The final phase of the process involves optimizing the existing systems. The activities in this 
phase are centered on determining the potential for introducing advanced control strategies or 
other approaches that make full use of building system controls. 

0 

2 
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Delivery S trategv, - Incentive Processing, and Administration 

UNS Electric offers will offer a streamlined application process that will be simple for applicants to 
complete. Customers will be able to apply for participation in the RCx Program by submitting the RCx 
Application on line at the UNS Electric web site. Much of the data collection required to identify good 
candidates will be collected by the Program staff during the Screening Energy Audit Phase. Eligible 
applicants will be contacted for scheduling of the Screening Energy Audit by Program personnel, and 
Program staff will be available during normal business hours to facilitate the application process. 

Applicants that do not meet the eligibility requirements will receive written notification explaining why 
the applicant doesn’t qualify. 

Details of each phase of the implementation process are presented below. 

Screening Enerav Audits 

Screening Energy Audits are provided free of charge to all eligible applicants. The screening audit will 
provide the applicant with a basic energy audit, identifying basic equipment upgrades and control 
strategies that would result in energy savings for the customer. The facilities audited will also be 
provided with ENERGY STAR@ Portfolio Manager ratings to benchmark the facility versus similar 
facilities in their area. The energy audit will also be used to screen applicants for participation in the RCx 
Program. 

Operations and Maintenance Review Phase 
The Operations and Maintenance (,‘O&M’) Review Phase of the RCx study will be dedicated to 
performing a review of energy related operational procedures and determining the state of maintenance 
practices related to major equipment. The end result of this review will be a list of facility improvement 
measures with estimated savings and cost values. The O&M Review phase is provided at no cost to the 
customer. 

The initial task of the O&M review will be to establish the CFR. The CFR is a guiding document that 
determines the parameters by which all systems will be evaluated. It is established based on input from 
the facilities team or owners rep regarding the key requirements that the facility must meet. Any variance 
between what has been identified in the CFR and the actual facility’s performance is identified as a 
deficiency. After appropriate investigation, recommendations are made to resolve identified deficiencies 
in the form of facility improvement measures (“JTM”). The CFR has quantitative values for W A C ,  
comfort, scheduling, and air quality requirements. The CFR may also include qualitative information for 
facility performance and company priorities. The CFR is intended to be a living document that is updated 
as needed and kept as a reference for future projects and training. 

With the CFR established the commissioning team will review settings in the building automation system 
and established operational practices for compliance with the CFR. Deficiencies will be identified and 
either have an FIM established for the deficiency or be marked for further investigation in subsequent 
phases. 
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A basic maintenance review will be conducted to identify any limitations of the systems to meet the CFR 
due to maintenance issues. The maintenance review will identify if there are any simple repairs that can 
be performed to save energy. The review will also determine if the equipment is in sufficient condition to 
merit moving forward into the systems commissioning phase or if capital improvement should be 
implemented instead. Systems reviewed may include chillers, boilers, air handling units, air dampers, 
pumps, fans and other equipment. The maintenance review will also identify any gaps in predictive or 
preventative maintenance procedures that could lead to an inability to meet the CFR. 

Customers will receive a report of O&M-based FIMs. Customers will also receive training at the end of 
this phase on maintaining the CFR, O&M best practices and how to maintain the facility improvements 
identified in this phase. 

Systems Commissioning Phase 

The Systems Commissioning Phase of the RCx Program utilizes performance testing, trending and 
metering to ensure that the major energy using systems are capable of meeting the CFR. For larger 
systems sampling of similar components will be encouraged to contain costs. The trending capability of 
the building automation system in conjunction with portable data loggers will be used to verify that 
systems are able to operate efficiently within the CFR, and to identify FIMs that will allow the systems to 
do so. 

Measures identified during these investigations correspond with repairs, upgrades, and capitol planning 
that will allow existing systems to operate within the required parameters. At the end of this phase, 
customers will receive training on maintaining the systems commissioning and how to maintain the 
identified facility improvements. The Systems Commissioning Phase commissioning services costs will 
be paid by the Program for selected customers who implement recommendations identified during the 
O&M Review phase. 

Systems Optimization Phase 
The Systems Optimization Phase of the RCx Program involves introducing more complex high 
performance building operation strategies to the current systems. This phase builds on the work done in 
the prior phases by introducing the cutting edge practices that have been developed for today’s high 
performance buildings. The commissioning professionals will help the owner identify new control 
strategies to allow the facility to reach full potential. At the end of this phase, the customer will be 
provided with training on how to maintain the control strategies identified in this phase. Such strategies 
may include the use of alarms, and Building Automation Systems (“BAS”) trending. Commissioning 
services for this phase are paid by the Program for selected customers who implement recommendations 
identified during the Systems Commissioning Phase. 

Promam Marketing; and Communication Strategy 

The Pilot will be marketed using traditional forms of media (print, web, newsletters, etc.), as well as 
targeted direct mail and outreach to engineering and trade associations. The UNS Electric website will 
also be updated to include information and links for participation in this initiative. Program 
administrators and implementation contractors will also be called upon to reach out to larger customers to 
encourage participation. 
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Program Implementation Schedule 
The RCx Pilot Program would begin accepting applications for participation in September 201 1. 
Subsequent program year budgets and plans will be made available towards the end of the existing 
program year 20 1 1. 

Measurement. Evaluation, and Research Plan 

The measurement, evaluation, and research (“MER’) team will develop a MER research plan and conduct 
annual evaluation research on the achievements of this program. 

Oualitv Assurance and Control 

Quality assurance and Control are provided at several UNS Electrics throughout the program application 
and implementation process as outlined in the sections above. Savings verification plans are required of 
all applicants. 

Program Costs and Benefits 

Program funding is subject to limitation. As a result, only a finite number of facilities will be 
into the Pilot. 

allowed 
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Table 1-3. Environmental Benefits 
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Prorrram Description 

In its desire to increase savings yields from Demand-Side Management (“DSM’) programs, there are 
several tracks UNS Electric, Inc. (“UNS Electric”) is taking: Introduce new programs, introduce new 
measures to existing programs, and increasing participation in existing programs. Behavior based 
programs have elements of all of these approaches. 

Behavioral programs are designed to affect habitual behaviors like turning off lights or adjusting the 
thermostat, purchasing behaviors such as buying efficient lights and appliances and the behavior of 
participating in utility DSM programs. The new Behavioral Comprehensive programs target specific and 
relevant efficiency recommendations to each customer, including information about key energy efficiency 
(“EE”) programs, making it easier for each customer to take action on the recommendations and programs 
most relevant to them. 

The types of behaviors to be influenced include: 

0 Habitual behaviors 

o Adjust thermostat setting 
o Adjust water heater set point 
o Unplug appliances or use smart strips 
o Turn off unnecessary lights 
o Run dishwasher only when full 
o Wash clothes in cold water 
o Line dry laundry 

Small purchasing and maintenance behaviors 

o Purchase install and program a programmable thermostat 
o Purchase and install faucet aerators and low flow shower heads 
o Purchase and install compact fluorescent light bulbs 
o Request home energy audit to improve EE 
o HVAC maintenance 
o Clean refrigerator coils 

0 

0 Larger purchasing decisions 

o Purchase an ENERGY STAR@ appliance 
o Install extra insulation and implement air sealing to make home more EE 
o Install EE windows and doors 
o Purchase higher EE heating and cooling system 
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UNS Electric will influence these behaviors through a suite of initiatives including: 

Home energy reports 

Direct canvassing - a grass roots, door to door approach 

K-12 education, harnessing the enthusiasm of kids and the community focal point of schools to 
mobilize for energy efficiency 

Community Education - enhancing the efforts of community organizations with hands on training 
for efficiency mentors and community members. 

0 

Program Obiectives and Rationale 

Technology-based energy efficiency achieves only a fraction of total efficiency potential. The barriers to 
wider spread implementation of energy efficiency are sociological not technological. In fact, in recent 
Federal testimony, the ACEEE stated that recent studies suggest that: 

“. ..the potential behavior-related energy savings in the residential sector alone represent roughly 25 
percent of current residential sector energy consumption. ” 

Capturing a larger fraction of energy efficiency potential requires behavior change. Recognition of 
behavior change as efficiency potential is essential to the evolution of utility energy efficiency programs. 
Efficiency programs will need to integrate behavior change strategies into their DSM portfolios in order 
to fully realize their achievable potential. 

There is much utility interest in behavior based initiatives as is evidenced by significant increase in the 
number and attendance of events taking place in this nascent field. Data is accumulating that show the 
real and measurable savings to be had through behavior based initiatives. That being said, some behavior 
based programs represent a divergence from the historical approach to energy efficiency program design, 
implementation and evaluation and care must be taken to design programs that will generate verifiable 
savings that will sustain the rigor of evaluation protocol. 

Behavioral science-based marketing, data analytics, and cutting-edge software are the tools being applied 
in this program to broadly and deeply engage utility customers. Utility based behavior initiatives can be 
categorized into 4 broad categories: Mass Medidsocial Media, Community Based Social Marketing, 
Feedback and Competitions. UNS Electric’s proposed plan includes aspects of all of these. 

The primary barriers to wider spread implementation of this approach are: 

Efficiency is invisible; 

Most people when asked if they want to save energy will say yes. Often they think they are 
already doing what they can to be energy efficient; 

Not knowing what to do, or what to do first; 

Not knowing where to obtain energy efficient products and services; 

Perceptions of cost, financial constraints; 

Doubt regarding the ability to make a significant difference in energy usekost; 

Methodologies to measure savings through behavioral initiatives are not widely known; and 

Questions regarding the persistence of savings from behavioral initiatives. 
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Some of the major objectives from this program are to: 

0 

0 

Generate significant savings for DSM portfolio objectives; 

Develop relationships with UNS Electric customers leading to other areas of participation in UNS 
Electric’s portfolio of DSM programs; 

Enhance UNS Electric’s positive image and improve the UNS Electric brand; 0 

0 Promote efficient building operations; 
0 

0 

Lower energy bills for the consumer; and 

Plant seeds for future energy users through school and community outreach. 

Tarpet Market 

Behavioral initiatives apply to all UNS Electric customers. They can be targeted at homes and/or 
businesses. The focus for this effort is on behavioral change within residences. 

Program Eligibility 

All UNS Electric residential customers will be eligible for this program. 

Current Baseline Conditions 

While consumer attitudes and awareness regarding the impacts of our energy use and the potential of 
energy efficiency are increasing, and an ever increasing percentage of people express a willingness to take 
action, there is often confusion about energy efficiency terms, what concrete steps can be taken and how 
much of an impact they will have. Awareness of and favorable attitudes toward energy efficiency in 
general do not necessarily correlate with intentions to purchase specific energy efficient products or take 
particular energy efficient actions. There is also typically a significant gap between awareness and action 
that must be addressed through specific targeted actionable messages. Many people believe they are 
“doing all they can” while the reality is they could easily do more. 

“Consumers have been conditioned to think that their driving habits are the best way to help the 
environment. They have not realized that the biggest thing they can do is use less electricity and be more 
energy efSicient” -Shelton Research Group 

Products and Services 
Behavior programs are made up of the Home Energy Reports Program, and the Behavior Comprehensive 
Program which is made up of several unique initiatives as follows: 

0 Direct Canvassing 

0 K- 12 Education 

0 Community Education 

0 CFL Give-Away 

Each initiative is described in some detail in the succeeding sections. 
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Delivery Strategy, Incentive Processing; and Administration 
Doug McKenzie-Mohr, PhD, is an environmental psychologist and a leading expert in the design of 
programs to promote sustainable behavior. Dr. McKenzie-Mohr, a noted pioneer and expert in behavior 
based energy efficiency initiatives, suggests the following steps in designing a successful behavior based 
campaign: 

0 Identify barriers and benefits 
0 

0 

Implement 

0 Evaluate 

Develop strategies using behavior change tools 

Pilot the initiative as a carefully designed experiment and refine according to findings 

As outlined throughout this section, this plan follows that path. In addition to being new, behavior based 
programs are relatively unique and require specialized expertise to implement. Accordingly, UNS 
Electric put out an RFP for behavior based implementation providers and all of the five behavior based 
approaches are being delivered by separate implementation contractors. At the writing of this filing, all 
implementation contractors had not yet been selected. 

Home Energy ReDorts 

UNS Electric’s Home Energy Report Program is designed to affect: (1) habitual behaviors like turning off 
the lights or adjusting the thermostat; (2) purchasing behaviors such as buying efficient light bulbs and 
appliances; and (3) the behavior of participating in utility DSM programs by preparing reports that 
compare a customer’s energy use to that of neighbors. 

The major objectives from this Program are to: 
0 

0 

0 

generate significant savings for DSM portfolio objectives; 

educate and empower customers to take advantage of other DSM programs; 

develop a positive utility image; 

promote efficient building operations; and 

lower energy bills for consumers. 

All Home Energy Report products will be automatically mailed to the target market by the 
implementation contractor. Thus, no direct marketing is anticipated for this Program. UNS Electric will, 
however, jointly develop the marketing message contained in the Home Energy Reports with the 
contractor. The Program will also be included in the integrated marketing approach developed and used 
for all DSM measures. 

Direct Canvassing 
The direct canvassing initiative is a grass-roots, door to door approach to inducing behavior change for 
energy efficiency. Volunteers from local community organizations are trained and deployed to go door to 
door and talk to customers about energy efficiency. Two CFL bulbs are left behind with the customers as 
well as program materials for appropriate UNS Electric DSM programs. This approach capitalizes on the 
sociological research which shows people are more likely to take action when the information is delivered 
by a trusted source, such as a member of their own community. 
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K-12 Education 

The K-12 Education approach is an extension of the existing UNS Electric education program. In this 
approach, in addition to energy based class room curriculum, students will be instructed in energy saving 
approaches that can be implemented in their homes. Students will be provided a take home kit which 
includes several energy saving devices such as CFL’s, faucet aerators and educational materials regarding 
actions that can be taken to reduce energy use. 

Communitv Education 

The Community Education Program will engage community groups and work with public entities with 
“train the trainer” hands-on energy efficiency seminars. Community trainers will be given a broad based 
review of energy, efficiency and comfort principles. This creates a level of understanding which dovetails 
into identifying specific actions and behaviors to reduce energy consumption at home, work or play. 
Community groups such as the Metropolitan Energy Commission, the Sonoran Environmental Research 
Organization, and other neighborhood organizations are engaged both to identify mentors to be trained 
and to schedule sessions led by these mentors for community members on a grass roots level. The 
seminars include hands-on training with a wide sample of materials such as weather stripping, low flow 
showerheads, caulk or foam sealant, CFL’s, etc. provided to participants. Energy savings are attributed to 
the direct install items included in the seminar materials for neighborhood participants. Efforts to 
coordinate neighborhood sessions with school curriculum activities or to reinforce direct canvassing 
initiatives will aid the adoption and retention of energy efficient behaviors. 

CFL Give-Away 

The Compact Florescent Light Give-Away program will complement UNS Electric’s presence at 
community events, its overall education and outreach efforts, and efficiency messaging. Free compact 
fluorescent light bulbs will be made available at community events and to community organizations such 
as those involved in our Community Education Program. Flexibility to add methods and develop 
partnerships to aid in the distribution of these bulbs is a program design element which will enhance 
program effectiveness over its lifespan. 

Program Marketing and Communication Strategy 

Marketing of the behavior approaches will be handled by the implementation contractors and coordinated 
with UNS Electric’s overall messaging to reinforce the effectiveness of the behavior programs. Each 
approach will involve a unique strategy: 

0 Home energy reports will be offered in an opt-out approach; in other words, participants will be 
chosen at random and limited to those selected. The program will not be marketed through 
traditional channels but is itself a tool to educate and encourage behaviors like participating in 
other programs. 

The recipients of the direct canvassing approach will be chosen by UNS Electric based on criteria 
regarding which demographic group is wished to be reached. Those who receive direct 
canvassing will be limited to the demographic group or geographic area designated by UNS 
Electric. The program will be marketed for widespread community awareness in advance. 

The K-12 Education approach involves sending students home with energy conservation kits. 
Those who receive the kits will be those who receive the energy curriculum provided by the 
implementation contractor. The program will not be marketed through traditional channels. 
Effort will be made when possible to coordinate the school program with other efforts in the same 
neighborhood. 

0 
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0 Community education seminars will be channeled through public and social organizations in 
order to maximize the effectiveness of the energy efficiency outreach efforts of those 
organizations. The program will not be marketed through traditional channels. 

The CFL Give-Away program will provide up to 150,000 free compact fluorescent light bulbs per 
year to UNS Electric customers at community events, through community organizations and 
additional efforts. Marketing messages are anticipated in conjunction with other programs and 
through traditional channels. 

Pro gram Implementation Schedule 
Table 1-1 shows the estimated timeline for key program activities by quarter. 

Table 1-1. Imdementation Schedule 

I Submit program for approval 6’”A I I I I I I I 

Measurement. Evaluation, and Research Plan 
ur S Electric will conduct an evaluation of Program participants to assess the effectiveness of beha\ or 
program initiatives. UNS Electric will determine how effective the initiatives have been in encouraging 
customers to make behavioral changes that save energy and how effective the initiatives have been in 
encouraging participation in other available EE programs, UNS Electric will also measure energy savings 
of both groups against a control group to determine actual energy savings and which of the initiatives are 
most effective. Results will be analyzed and Program design refined according to findings. Other similar 
behavioral applications may also be analyzed in the future to take advantage of new found insights. 

In recognition of the fact that behavior based initiatives must provide a highly reliable evaluation 
protocol, we have proactively designed one that gets at the key issues of 

Boomerang effect: Low-energy users may respond to the usage feedback and neighbor 
comparison by increasing energy consumption; 

GrowtMdecav effect: Over time the treatment effect may evolve, perhaps growing (energy 
savings increases), perhaps decaying; 

Treatment persistence: Energy savings may persist after termination of treatment; and 

Rebound effect: 
renewed treatment with a savings “bounce”. 

0 

After an extended period without treatment a household may respond to 

In order to accomplish this, the pilot design includes setup of test and control groups: 

0 

Divide targeted population into two statistically equivalent groups 

Verifv Groups: Verify no historical difference in usage between test and control groups Deploy 
the strategy to test group only, no action taken with control group 

Measure Impact: Compare average energy use pre and post reports for both groups 0 
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UNS Electric will evaluate the energy savings from the behavioral initiatives by using a third party 
evaluator experienced in evaluating behavioral initiatives. 

Oualitv Assurance and Control 
The initiatives will be delivered by implementation contractors. Implementation contractors each have 
internal QC protocols appropriate to their specific approach. The implementation contractors will be 
managed and quality assurance will be maintained by the program administrator. Customers will be 
surveyed and spot checks made to assure quality program delivery. 

Program Costs and Benefits -Home Energy Reports 

Program Costs and Benefits (Other Products) 
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Program Description 

The UNS Electric, Inc. (“UNS Electric”) School Facilities Program (“Program”) is open to participation 
by all existing school facilities in the UNS Electric service territory, including charter schools. The 
proposed Program will utilize the same delivery method and pay incentives for the same demand side 
management (“DSM’) measures as the existing UNS Electric Commercial Facilities Efficiency Program, 
but with a separate budget reserved for schools. Incentives for the Program will also be paid at a higher 
level than for the Efficiency Program. 

0 The Program will offer incentives for a select group of retrofit and replace-on-burnout (“ROB”) 
energy efficiency measures in existing school facilities. The efficiency measures offered include 
high-efficiency lighting equipment upgrades, high-efficiency HVAC equipment, lighting controls, 
programmable thermostats, and selected refrigeration measures. 

The direct install component will utilize an on-line proposal generation and project tracking 
application to reduce the transaction costs. Proposed incentives for DSM measures are identical to 
the incentive structure in the UNS Electric Commercial Facilities Efficiency Program; however UNS 
Electric proposes to pay up to 100% of incremental costs for schools. The Program will have a 
separate incentive budget of $72,248 per year which is reserved exclusively for school use. If schools 
oversubscribe the budget, they will be allowed to request participation in the UNS Electric 
Commercial Facilities Efficiency Program which only pays up to 85% of incremental cost. 

Promam Obiectives and Rationale 

0 

The primary goal of the Program is to encourage schools in UNS Electric’s service territory to install 
energy efficiency measures in existing facilities. More specifically, the Program is designed to: 

0 Encourage schools to install high-efficiency lighting equipment and controls, W A C  equipment, and 
energy-efficient refrigeration system retrofits in their facilities (see Error! Reference source not 
found., School Facilities Efficiency Incentive Summary, for the schedule of measures and 
incentives). 

Encourage contractors to promote the Program and provide turn-key installation services to schools. 

Assure that the participation process is clear, easy to understand and simple. 

Increase the awareness and knowledge of school facility managers and other decision-makers on the 
benefits of high-efficiency equipment and systems. 

0 

0 

Since 2008, participation by schools in the UNS Electric Commercial Facilities Efficiency Program has 
been modest. In order to increase participation in energy efficiency retro-fits by schools, UNS Electric 
has developed this Program, which proposes to fund up to 100% of installed costs while engaging the 
contractor community to provide turn-key services. This is a 15% increase from the 85% allowed in the 
UNS Electric Commercial Facilities Program. The Schools Program will follow the design of the UNS 
Electric Commercial Facilities Efficiency Program because the direct-install concept has a proven track 
record of high participation and cost-effective life cycle savings for hard-to-reach markets, including 
schools. 

Target Market 

The target market for this Program is all kindergarten through twelfth grade (“K-12”) public schools, 
including charter schools, in the UNS Electric service territory. 
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Promam Eligibility 

Customers must receive electric service from UNS Electric to be eligible for participation. For the 
purposes of this Program, school is defined as a “school entity.” In the case of traditional public schools, 
a school entity is a public school district. In the case of a charter school, a school entity is one that has a 
state charter. 

Current Baseline Conditions 

Schools represent a market segment that has historically been underserved. This Program has been 
designed explicitly to increase the participation of schools in the UNS Electric DSM programs. Incentive 
levels and Program structure have been customized to address and overcome market barriers. 

Products and Services Provided 

The Program has an upstream market incentive design that provides incentives directly to installing 
contractors for the installation of energy efficiency measures. More specifically, the Program offers the 
following products and services: 

Educational and promotional pieces designed to assist contractors with marketing the Program to 
schools; and 

Education and promotional efforts for schools and contractor allies on how the Program functions, 
what energy efficiency technologies are offered, what incentives are provided and the benefits of the 
measures. 

8 

The lighting measures to be included in the Program are: 

T8 retrofits -retrofit of T12 fluorescent lighting with T8 lighting. 
Screw-in compact fluorescent light (“CFL”) retrofits - replacement of incandescent lamps with 
screw-in fluorescent lamps. 
Exit sign retrofits - retrofit of incandescent and CFL exit signs with LED or electroluminescent 
exit signs lighting. 
Occupancy sensors - installation of occupancy sensor controls on lighting systems. 
De-lamping - de-lamping of lower efficiency fluorescent lighting fixtures or overlit areas. 
Reduced lighting power density (“LPD’) - bringing lighting levels down to appropriate levels. 
High intensity discharge (“HID”) lamps - to T8 or T5. 
Standard T8 to premium T8 

The HVAC measures to be included in the Program are: 

8 

8 

High-efficiency AC/HP - installation of high-efficiency packaged air conditioners and heat 
pumps. 
Programmable thermostats - replacement of standard thermostats with programmable set-back 
thermostats. 
Shade screens and window films to reduce solar insolation. 
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$204/thermostat 
$440 to $1,321 (depending on 
size and SEER rating) 

The Program will also utilize variable speed drive motors to optimize performance, vending miser 
sensors, which turn off or turn down refrigeration and lighting on vending machines when not in use, and 
smart strips to better control plug loads. Whole Building custom incentive applications will also be 
considered where appropriate. Additionally, see Table 1 for a summary of the incentives offered for each 
of the Program measures. 

Screw in cold cathode CFL 

I $6/fixture I 

1 Shade Screens I $4/sq. ft. 

1 Variable meed drives I $377mP I 

I Beverage Controls (“Vending Miser”) I 
I Snack Controls (“Vending Miser”) I $103/sensor I 

Promam Deliverv Strategy, Incentive Processing, and Administration 

The Program is an upstream market incentive program that will utilize contractors to provide turn-key 
installation services to schools. The Program will be implemented by employing the same 
implementation contractor that delivers the UNS Electric Commercial Facilities Efficiency Program. 
Incentives will be paid directly to contractors and are designed to offset up to 100% of project installation 
costs. The participation process will be facilitated by an internet-based system that will provide an 
analysis of project savings, cost and cost savings and automated proposal preparation. 

UNS Electric will assign an in-house program manager to oversee the Program, provide guidance on 
program activities that is consistent with UNS Electric’s goals and customer service requirements, and 
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provide a contact point for schools that are interested in or have concerns about the Program. The 
implementation contractor will be responsible for program administration, application and incentive 
processing, monitoring the activities of the installing contractors, participation tracking and reporting, and 
overall quality control and management of the delivery process. As part of the implementation plan, the 
implementation contractor will conduct outreach to contractors, marketing and promotion to schools, and 
education and training on the benefits and functioning of the program. 

The installing contractors will promote the program directly to schools, provide turn-key installation 
services and have access to the internet processing system to prepare proposals. 

Program - Marketing: and Communications Strategy 

The marketing and communications strategy will be designed to inform schools of the availability and 
benefits of the Program and how they can participate. The strategy will include specific outreach to 
schools and to contractors who typically do retrofits in schools. An important part of the marketing plan 
will be content and functionality on the UNS Electric website, which will direct schools to information 
about the Program. More specifically, the marketing and communications plan will include: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Direct outreach to schools within the UNS Electric service territory; 

Direct outreach to existing trade allies that specifically target schools for the Program; 
Website content at uesaz.com providing Program information resources, contact information, and 
links to other relevant service and information resources; 
Customer care representatives will be available to answer any questions regarding the Program; 
and 
Presentations by the Program Manager and Implementation Contractor specifically targeted to 
schools . 

Program Implementation Schedule 

The Program will be implemented immediately upon Arizona Corporation Commission approval. 

Measurement, Evaluation. and Research 

UNS Electric will adopt a strategy that calls for integrated data collection that is designed to provide a 
quality data resource for program tracking, management and evaluation. This approach will entail the 
following primary activities: 

Database management - As part of program operation, UNS Electric will collect the necessary 
data elements to populate the tracking database and provide periodic reporting. 
Integrated implementation data collection - UNS Electric will work with the Implementation 
Contractor to establish systems to collect the data needed to support effective program 
management and evaluation through the implementation and customer application processes. The 
database tracking system will be integrated with implementation data collection processes. 
Field verification - UNS Electric will conduct field verification of the installation of a sample of 
measures throughout the implementation of the Program. 
Tracking of savings using deemed savings values - UNS Electric will develop deemed savings 
values for each measure and technology promoted by the Program and periodically review and 
revise the savings values to be consistent with program participation and accurately estimated the 
savings being achieved by the Program. 
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Administrative Costs 
Incentives as % of Budget 

This approach will provide UNS Electric with ongoing feedback on program progress and enable program 
management to adjust or correct the program so as to be more effective, provide a higher level of service, 
and be more cost beneficial. Integrated data collection will also provide a high quality data resource for 
evaluation activities. 

$17,000 $3,003 
44% 78% 

Oualitv Assurance and Control 

1 Annual Incremental Savings 1 2011 1 201.2 

Training on program rules and installation guidelines will be provided to interested contractors. 
Contractors will be made aware that their work may be inspected pre or post installation and that 
customer feedback on their performance will be solicited. The implementation contractor will randomly 
inspect at least 10% of all jobs to verify fixture counts, hours of use and functionality of the installed 
equipment. 

Coincident peak (MW) 
Energy Savings (MWh) 

Program Costs and Benefits 

0.05 0.12 
596 1,291 

The annual budgets for 201 1 and 2012 will be allocated as shown in Table 2. The 201 1 budget as shown 
includes additional staff time required for new program start up. Any portion of the budget that is not 
expensed or reserved by the end of October may be transferred to the regular UNS Electric Commercial 
Facilities Efficiency Program. 

1 Total Budget I $162.513 I $200.042 I 
I Incentives I $72,248 I $156,411 1 

Total annual demand and energy savings goals are presented in Table 3. In addition to the savings shown 
in Table 3, it is estimated that the Program will produce the additional environmental benefits from 201 1- 
2012, as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Projected Lifetime Environmental Benefits 
1 EnvironmentalBenefits I 2011 I 2012 1 
SOX (metric tons) 
NOx (metric tons) 
C 0 2  (metric tons) 

Table 5 provides program level benefitkost analysis results. Measure level benefit-cost results assess 
cost-effectiveness on the basis of incremental costs only, while program level benefit-cost results assess 
both incremental costs and total program delivery costs. Measure level benefit-cost results are detailed in 
Appendix B . 

Table 5. Benefit-Cost Analysis Results 

5 
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UNS Electric School Facilities Program 

Utility Program Delivery 
IC Program Delivery 
Other Direct Costs (Office. Travel. Training Exoenses) 

Appendix I 

2011 - 2012 Budget Detail 

$45,000 
$13,014 

$1.991 

I I I I I I 
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Reduced LPD New $4,472 
Screw in cold cathode CFL New $12 

$0 
$0 

I I I I I I 

Utility Program Delivery $7,949 
IC Program Delivery $13,404 

I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 
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Measure Analysis Sheet for School Program Measures 
Custom Measures 
14 SEER Packaged and Split Air Conditioners 
14 SEER Packaged and Split Heat Pumps 
15 SEER Packaged and Sdi t  Air Conditioners 

I 15 SEER Packaged and Sdi t  Heat Pumos I 
I 16 SEER Packaged and Sdi t  Air Conditioners I 
I 16 SEER Packaged and Sdi t  Heat Pumm I 

Programmable Thermostats 
Shade Screens I 

I Window Films I 
Daylighting controls 
Delamoinn I 
Energy efficient exit signs 
Hard Wire CFL I 

I HlDs to T8R5 I 
Induction Lighting 
Integral Screw In CFL 
Occupancy sensors 
Outdoor CFL 

I ReducedLPD I 
I Screw in cold cathode CFL I 
I T 8 Linhtine I 
1 T8 to T8 I 
I Variable SDeed Drives I 
I Beverage Controls ("Vending Miser") I 
I Snack Controls ("Vending Miser") I 
I Advanced Power Strim - Load Sensor I 
Advanced Power Strips - Occupancy Sensors 
Advanced Power Strius - Timer Plug Strir, 
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